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.S4JYr4 FE, NEW MEXIQOs THURSDA V, MA Y 29, 1915.

FOI. JO

NO. 92

deuce would be the truth "under pain t
TWO DISSOLUTION
and penalties of perjury.''
PLANS MEET
Witness knew the plaintiff as resistant secretary of the navy and a't colU.
APPROVAL
onel of the Rough Riders, of whie.l
Kmerson was a member. Witness lieNew York, May 29. Two a'terna-tivjcame field secretary to the plaintiff,
plans for the disposition of the
'With whom he was in constant touch.
Pacific fitock
$12i,(ir0,HO0 Southern
"When did you go to work? Whv.t
'time of day in the field?" as.cd At
owned by L'nion Pacific were Approved
by the Union Pacific board today. The
torney Pound.
first contemplates selling the B'ock to
"Six o'clock in the morning."
"When did you quit?"
highest ibididers, after 'the manner
of municipal bonds, a minimum bid to
"Oh, whenever everybody was play- SENATOR
SIMMONS
ANNOUNCES be
the second
hereafter designated;
ed out, 10 or 12 o'clock at night, ever;
till 2 or 3 in the morning.
PROTESTS
THAT
OF FOREIGN contemplates placing the stock with, a
trustee without voting power, to be AMERICAN LINER "HAVREFORD" GOES ASHORE OFF CORK HEAD, WEST
Roosevelt never drank intoxicants
WITNESSES IN LIBEL SUIT BEING TRIED AT MARQUETTE TESTIFY THAT
that
NATIONS ABOUT IMPORTS
HAS later distributed upon affidavit
he said.''(
" IVERNIA "
tlie owners possess no Union Pacific
LINER
OF QUEENSTOWN, NEAR SPOT WHERE CUNARD
THE COLONEL TOOK WHAT HE CALLED
"MILK PUNCH," AND WHICH
Attorney Belden asked only on '
HAD EFFECT.
stock.
on
'ind
question
NEARLY CAME TO GRIEF IN MAY, 1911.
WAS A TEASPOONFUL OF BRANDY IN A GLASS OF MILK.
Both plans will be submitted to the
the witness was dismissed'.
Conn
court for approval with the rr.,uest
then took noon recess
UNDERWOOD THINKS OF
that the company be permitted to elPinchot A Witness.
which it will adopt.
ect
Wtn the
Gifford Pinchot, chief forester in the
THE MERCHANT MARINE court's approval, the l'nion IVcific TUGS RUSH TO HER ASSISTANCE ;
PHILIP ROOSEVELT SAYS HIS
Roosevelt administration, at the after
company will ask tha: the stock be
noon session, testified to the temperate
placed in the hands of a rece.ver to
the
of
plaintiff.
PASSENGERS REMOVED TO SAFETY
COUSIN WAS CHASTE IN SPEECH habits
D. ('., May 29
Sena-- ! he named by the court.
Washington,
The witness said he was educated in
toMc Reynolds
General
Attorney
tor
chairman
of
finance
the
Simmons,
New York, and at Yale and, abroad and
said he had not seen the plans
after taking his degree at New Haven, committee, definitely announced aft- day
for the dissolution of the Union Paa
scientific
Wilas
took
pro er a conference with President
up
forestry
MEN WHO TESTIFIED AS TO MR. ROOSEVELT'S DRINKS.
cific merger and was not prepared to
Queenstown, May 29. The .Viierl Ivernla struck Daunt Rock diKTg a
and political fession. He first met the plaintiff in son today that the proposed five per comment on it. If the plans an- can .liner Huvreford went ashore here: fog and tore a great bole in her for
Charles Willis Thompson, Washington correspondent
Washington when the latter was con cent differential on Imports from own- nounced in New York today do not today in a dense fog, striking the ward compartments. She was carry
writer since 1908.
New nected with the civil service. Witness ed or controlled vessels would be contemplate the situation of the rocks off Cork Head, west of Queens-- ing T75 passengers, none of whom
Philip Roosevelt, aged 21 years, first cousin of the
was appointed chief of the division of dropped from the tariff biil in the Southern Pacific and Central Pacinc, town. She is taking water and has were hurt. She got off without assist- York newspaper man.
fc.restry by President McKinley and senate on account of protests from the attorney general is expected to reiniested tugs to disembark her pas ance.
Edwin Emerson, a Quaker writ'r and a Hough Itider.
remained there until after Colonel foreign notions.
Andrew Abele, a former locomotive fireman.
Passengers Are Safe.
bring suit under the Sherman law lo sengers.
Senator Simmons ulro declared that accomplish that end. This will be She is believed to have 1,00! pasRoosevelt retired from the White
Queenstown, May 29 The
A. Z. Blair, a former common pleas judge of Ohio.
House.
are being taken off the Herefobjections to foreign nations to the dealt with apart from the dissolu- sengers, of whom 150 are second class
Gifford Pinchot, millionaire forester who studies "efficient men."
Since then Mr. Pinchot sai l he had clause to compel foreign merchants tion of the Union Pacific, merger.
ord.
and the remainder steerage.
Lawrence Abbott, who tells of the African journey.
seen the colonel many times in trips to submit their books to an American
Reach Queenstown.
The Havreford took a largo numJames R. Garfield, son of the late President Garfield.
Affects Stocks.
Two tugs which left the Havreford
agent in cases of disputed valuation '
and at Oyster Hay.
ber of passengers on board at L'ver- 29.
New
the
After
York,
pubMay
met.
"No one would dare to utter an ob"Have you observed Colonel Roose- would be
pool for Philadelphia and about 100 with 700 passengers on board, reached
Marquette, Mich., May 29. Five
In both cases the state department lication of this alternative plan Union lush
velt keenly," inquired Attorney Pound.
witnesses for Colonel Theodore Roose- scene word in his preseuce."
passengers were waiting here Queenstown tills evening. The tug
Pacific
broke
to
from
stock
bul did not get aboard.
"Yes I have and I would like to give hold that protests are justified. The 147
Hellespont and another tug still along
Philip Roosevelt, a son of V. Roose
velt, a relative, a former member of
but
149
speedily rallied to
president upheld thru view.
."
The sea is smooth, but the shore; side the liner, so there is little doubt
the rough riders regiment, a former velt, who is a first cousin of the form- my reason for so
Southern
two
Pacific
declined
also
points
took
Chali'innn
up
Simnors
locomotive fireman, a newspaper man er president, a very tall, slender young
"We will come to that," interrupted
to 95 and rallied a point. A state- - along tihs coast is very rock ' and that all the pasesngers and crew will
bf saved.
and a former judge, testified today man of 21, having been sworn, said Pound. "I'll ask you the qupstfdn, with the president, questions of equalIssued by Chairman R. S. Lovett the fog continues dense.
nient
on
raw
of
materials
ization
duties
At first it was thought the Hivre-forin Colonel Roosevelt's suit for libel he was p. newspaper man of New York now you may tell your reasons."
Queenstown, May 29. (3 p. in.)"
of
the
comUnion
Pacific
executive
among
and manufactured products
a pin All the Havreford's passengers, 131
had
Daunt
struck
Rock,
against George A. Newett, the Ishpem-in- City.
'My reason for observing him close- them
after
the
directors
meeting, naclo
wheat, flour and pig iron. Mr. mittee,
"How long have you known the ly was a deep interest in the subject
newspaper owner. All the witshaped submerged rock nea- - the cabin and S 10 Bteerage were safely
outlined the plan as follows:
nesses called by the plaintiff assert- rlaintiff?" inquired Attorney Pound. of efficiency. If I saw a man who was Simmons declined to discuss the presentrance
of Cork Harbor. It li.-- un landed here this evening,
"1. We propose to offer the Southident's views on those points, saying
ed that the colonel was only a modThe steamer is lying In a dangerous
"Well, he's known me all my life." cnpable of unusual work who was very no decision had been reached, but that ern Pacific stock held by the Union dor ten feet of water and rises troni
a rocky bed. It is usually carefully position in Rocky bay, to the west of
erate user of intoxicants.
There was laughter at this reply and efficient, I wanted to observe why, to he had
for
Pacific
a
in
and
ideas
Mr.
public
subscription,
Wilson's
sought
The substance of the testimony as the witness changed his reply to "I've learn why he was efficient. I observa.'.ided by vessels.
Cork head. It is reported that Bho
would transmit them to members of way similar to that in which New
On May 21. 1911, the Cunard liner has 15 feet of water in her forehold.
given by Philip Roosevelt, a young 1;n0WI1 nim as long as r can remenv ed what he ate, what he drank, how
are
York
bonds
offered, namely
City
the finance committee.
son of the colonel's cousin. Charles ber."
much he slept, everything wSich
to invite bids at such prices and for
For Merchant Marine.
w Willis Thompson,
a New York newsThe witness' home at Oyster Bay Is might account for unusual efficiency.
Chairman Underwood, of the house such amounts of stock as the bidder
paper man; Andrew Abele, a former within a hundred yards of that of the So I studied Colonel Roosevelt."
when may desire, with a minimum price to INQUEST BEGINS
WILSON
committee,
ways and means
locomotive fireman; Edwin Emerson
asHe testified to intimate
"Now from that observation, please asked about the probable action of be hereafter determined under which
LONG
IN
BEACH
a Cuban rough rider campaigner, and plaintiff.
SEUERAL MEN TO
sociation with the plaintiff camping, tell the jury whether he drank Bpiritu- - the house should the tariff bill come no bids will be accepted with such
A. Z. Blair, a former common pleas
fishing, hunting and ious or malt liquors."
riding, swimmin
to elimi restrictions as the court may pre- amendment
an
with
back
GOOD
was:
of
Ohio,
judge
socially.
"Occasionally a glass of wine."
nate the five per cent clause, said scribe respecting tiie amount of stock
in
1. That during his campaign
colonel
seen
the
The witness had
"Could the plaintiff
in this case that possibly he favored the reteutlon to be allotted to Union Pacific hold
I.ong Beach, Cal., May 29. With a
Washington, D. C, May 29.
Cuba with the rough riders, Colonel drink a glass of white wine at meals. have drank to excess, have been a ofthe provision as one ol the ways ers. Provision is to be made for un- half dozen experts on construction
Wilson today sent to the sent' to
Roosevelt drank only black coffee or
"Once I saw. him drink two glasses," heavy drinker without your knowing of building up a merchant marine.
the offer in order to inderwriting
present and Mayor Alexander of Los tie following nominations;
water and never liquor of any kind,
favsuccess.
its
sure
in
it?"
discrimination
in
"I believe
paid he,
Hatch and a number
cam2. That during his political
Consul
nt Manchester,
"2. As an alternative we propose Angeles, Mayor
EnglicJ,
"No he could not."
"In 1012, will you explain if yot)
or of American ships," said lie. "Forof Long Beach officials under sub- William II. Robertson, of
paigns the colonel drank champagne came into any particular association
in
to
Virginia
of
stock
hands
of
the
in favor
the
discriminate
deposit
A Drunk.
nations
Knows
eign
poena to testify, Coroner Hartwell
(
Consul geii' ial at Haliilax, Nova
only occasionally and never to excess. with the colonel?"
"You have seen drinking men do their own ships and I don't see why some bank or trust company, as trus and a jury of six began the inquest
Roosevelt
3. That while Colonel
Eva: K. Yourg, of South
Scotia,
without
the
tee,
power,
to
voting
a
against
not,"
we
mail
should
pro"His
had
great
grown
you know when a man is drunk?"
today into the pier disaster of last
i i
is
kept a large and varied supply of
',. herpflfit
a1efi.
its
',
,
Tav
(
of
to
"t'iS
'sue
was
over
Marlf
inn.
it
turned
and
.
""
Mr. Pinchot retuix .d a reply "I do,"
Mjn
wine at his home, he never Indulged portion
Solloi'.of- fcr the department o la
CumwteV today liifTOurtceu i'iiH.. i f
I also went on ! 'swing around the cir- before Atto.-inSenator
could
Andrews
otter
lives
lost
of
their
a
"He
persons
during
Jpt
in them immoderately.
John IS. Deiismoro, of Montana
an amendment to the tariff bill to put voting power but entitling the hold
cle' with him."
objection.
day festivities.
United States Attorney for Kanregular gentleman's cellar," Philip "On this
and being ex- a tax-- r,r m tier rent, ad valorenm on er to ail dividends
was n
what
was
The
matter
howliquor
cleared
trip
up
Roosevelt said.
Legal identification of the dead do sas, Fred Robertson, of Atwood, I'av
for the stock itself upon
'
ever, by Andrews stating that the de- stock market sales. The tax would be changeable
Colonel Roosevelt, as usual since the colonel's car?
layed the taking of testimony until bas.
an
execution
the
holder
of
af
the
by
stock,
of
sales
levied
the
capital
fense
would
upon
admit that the witness
That "Milk Punch."
the beginning of the hearing, listened
Collector of customs in the district
is not the owner of late in the day when the three ex
"One of the party had a bottle oi was competent to tell drunken men shares, bonds or other obligations of fidavit that, he
with the keenest interest to the witPacific
Union
oT
stock. As this would perts appointed to inspect the coJlap of Philadelphia, William A. Croll, of
any
corporations, sale of all products
nesses' detail from the stand that whisky in his stateroom and there was when he saw one.
result in disfranchisement of the sed pier and report on its condition Pennsylvania.
"On public occasions
what were the sail, meats or provisions of any stock
he frequently "got drunk" as charged a bottle of brandy. The colonel didn't
Commissioner of Indian affairs, Cato
while held by the trustee, and were expected to be called.
me
mane
unuer
of
the
habits
to
dethe
as
character
at
the
regulations
plaintiff
drink anything except
night, just
in the editorial published by the
The findings of these witnesses wi'i Sells, of Cleburne, Texas.
as nem ny any union racinc
cotton
use
of
stock
continued
of
Pound.
grain,
exchange,
liquor?"
any
before going to bed he took a
fendant.
it is proposed that in serve as data upon which the coroner'.'
Surveyor
general of Washington.
i,0,, nf froHn shareholders,
"Always temperate."
of brandy in a large glass of
Their Testimony.
case
the
certificates should be jury is expected to arrive nt a con Edward A. Fits'. Henry, of Ange'.es,
this
the
"You"
"
dined at, Oyster Bay?" or other such institution wherein
have
'milk
a
called
milk.
He
it
29.
punch.'
Charles
to
the responsibility
of the elusion as
Marquette, Mich., May
offered to "the
Washington.
"Many times."
seller is not the owner of the property. Union Pacific shareholders
"Willis Thompson, of New York, for
"Now, taking your earliest
disaster.
alone, at such price as
Rogister of the land office at Buffalo.
"When
were
headed
there
other
by
The
finance
guests
can
of the plaintiff, what
you say
f ---- --,
nine years a Washington correspond!aal'tap
Wyoming,
Ralph R. Reed.
"l
""""
consider-rwhen
were
and
is
one?"
the
you
Williams
Senator
only
already
ent, and since 1908 a political writer as to whether he was addicted to thd
and that if at, the time
determine,
"Both."
amendment.
B the proposed
GUILT.
for a New York newspaper testified use of liquor?"
deemed necessary, the offer should be
"Was there wine when there was
"Of course he was not a drunkard "
LAZY HUSBAND LAW
today in the Roosevelt libel case.
underwritten."
HE WAS
SAYS
BUT
"As Washington correspondent,"
"What can you say as to his speech: guests?"
CONGRESS.
IN
DAY
sometimes
white
or
wine
WILL BE ENFORCED
"Yes;
White
to
I
the
mean as to profanity?"
he said, "I used to go
maybe sherry. 1 think I have never
PEACE
TREATY
I saw
House to see Mr. Roosevelt.
"He never used it.''
seen champagne on the table there."
Senate.
him usually alone some times in the
"Did he ever use obscene lan
WILL BE SIGNED Sioux City, Iowa, May 29. Mert Seattle, Wash., May 29. PreparaWitness said that he had seen Mr.
In session 2 p. 111.
to enforcing the new "lazy husmorning and sometimes in the after-Roosevelt
drink
Davis, a paroled convict from the Ne- tory
one
mint
julep;
Chairman Hoke, Smith of the iabo;noon, usually in his office, but some
June 6, which
The y0ng man remained silent and
as- band" .law, effective
of
accused
braska
a
few
times and light committee, called a meeting to conpenitentiary
principal
London, May 29. The
times when, in order to lose not aAttorney pound added: "Of course champagne
who do not
that
husbands
provides
a
Mrs.
widow,
Welte,
Clyde
sider plans for investigation intj 'Vest Servian peace delegate in London at saulting
minute in his work, he received vis its a delicate question. Answer yes or wine a few times.
near Homer, Neb., yesterday after support their families shall be senever
"Did
besee
him
drink
you
from
a
noon
received
mine
I
coal
strike.
message
today
Virginia
itors while in the barber's chair.
no."
a tenced to hard labor, the proceeds o'.
tween meals?" asked the attorney for
Suffrage parade special investigat- his government authorizing him to noon, was captured early today by attheir worto be Si
never detected the odor of liquor on "No," blurted the witness.
to their wives.
in
held
Jail
the
is
and
the
displaintiff.
being
posse
of
the
peace
sign
preliminary treaty
ing committee reported that the
his breath, never saw hiin in the
ui siutnuua
iui
tuuDiiuuuuii
iuu
Young Roosevelt was
jnuiio
Neb.
Dakota
once
that
and
cer
"Only
julep,
City,
perhaps
order of March 3, was due principally with Turkey. It is practically
on sixty acres of country land were
slightest degree under the influence
by Horace Andrews for the de- or twice light wine."
Mrs. Welte was held a prisoner for taken
to unusual crowds and praised work tain that the treaty of peace between
of liquor and never saw his manner fense.
up today by the county commits-sioner"Have you heard Colonel Roosevelt of the
the Balkan allies and Turkey is to be several hours by her assailant. Davis
In any way changed from its ordipolice.
"Did you ever use liquor in Colonel i loulge in profanity or obscenity?''
House.
signed tomorrow at the British for- i the son of a respected farmer near
nary one."
The land is covered with small timRoosevelt's home?"
"Never," came the vigorous reply.
12:15 eign office by the peace delegates of Homer.
"Ever go on any trips with him?"
nt
at
noon
and
Met
ber and large stumps and the sheriT
adjourned
"Yes."
When
Mr. Pinchot
concerned.
states
various
the
"Full of Dope."
out of respect to the
believes a large gang of lazy husbands
"I was with him on his 11,000
"Red wine?"
was asked "You have not been with until Monday
Bulgaria, Turkey and Servia have
The au can be kept busy several
Sioux City, Iowa, May 29
mile swing around the circle last year, "Yes, red wine, white wine, Kussb.u Mr. Roosevelt on
months
doeuof
his
to
frios
any'
sign the
fori,,rurrtwi uoouwiu, uniu mamc uif nu. definitely decided
I afterward
thorlties say that Davis has confessed (clearing the ground.
which lasted a month.
wine, champagne,
whiskey the last two years, have you '
sherry,
to the wishes of
in
ment
deference
ChiHs guilt, his defense being that he
joined him at the Mercy hospital,
V, ,
I have not not since a trii to
brandy and some others."
.u
u,B
ir
uwM ,.(uU of dope at the Ume thRt
cago, when he was shot and stayed
a collection of wines, eh?" Denver in 1910.
doubt
and
is
"Quite
there
little
secretary
there until he went to Oyster Bay;
he committed the crime. He will be
"You have not testified as to the
"Yes, it was a regular gentleman's
that the other two allies, Greece, and taken to Pender,
went there with him and stayed cellar.''
Nebraska, for saf 5
use of liquor in his house?"
likewise.
do
will
Montenegro
there until election. Two weeks aftkeeping.
that?"
"What's
a
add
to
desire
and
Servia
Greece
"My understanding is that liqu.v
New York, May 29. Dullness and
er he was shot in Milwaukee he went "I say it was a regular gentleman's does
not include light wine.'
x- V IVfav 90
Affpr 10 protocol to me ueaiy as mantii uy
A REST.
to New York on two occasions to ad- cellar."
EARNS
EDUCATOR
were the features of toheaviness
"Well, tell us about wine, too."
itr.r,
in the 'he Kuropcan powers dealing with thehnnra' ,iii
dress large mass meetings, and I 'Have you ever been to a
stock market. The approach- conven"I
been
have
and
of
the
day's
banquet
at
served
his
home
amnesty
auction
W. Gibson, the New
went with him and reported them."
Vermillion, 8; d;," May 29. Franklin ing holiday's were mainly responsible
with Colonel Roosevelt where they with light wine, sherry and possibly case of Burton
",
"
.
York lawyer charped with murder ol '
.
"V'cfiul
B. Gault, president of the South Da- ror tne restricted
"On these trips did you see much had cocktails ?'
Maderia. On one occasion only have
nave
neanngs, out tne
Deen
conciuaea.
MrB. Rosa Szabo, his client, had reach-- snail
of him?"
kota University here, for seven years,
of the St. Louis and San FranI seen champagne at his home. I don't
"I don't think so."
Bulgaria
Objects,
this
o'clock
at
9
no
ed
"I saw him constantly, at all hours
agreement
has tendered his resignation to the cisco receivership, which stocks fell
Attorney Andrews asked the wit- mean the white house."
Bulgaria, however, objects to the board of regents.
of the day and night and never saw ness whether there had not been a
to new low records, remained as a
"Isn't it a fact that whiskey was morning.
reshe
as
addition of this protocol
him take a drink or affected by liquor.
"I have earned a rest," Is the reason depressing factor. Among high priced
of proposed witnesses in this served at the white house?"
meeting
door
gards it as likely .. to leave the
Whenever he left the car I followed case in Colonel Roosevelt's editorial
action. Gault was formenv issues, Canadian Pacific was promi- t'ven for
"I believe once I saw some one of.
.
,
,
V .
,
,,..,, ,,
open tor further discussions ana fane
him."
nt Tac(,ma
Meeting Next Tuesday.
f ,
office in New York and whether the fered whiskey at the white house."
.
.
.
of
the
to
determined
X
has
commerce
is
treaty
of
sign
"Did you ever see him take a colonel's case was not
chamber
The
in
educator
p
uvnknPK
share.
,Hwv
,ninr
Mr.
was
Pinchot
presented.
subjected to only "V planning for an informal smoker X! peace wnn mrney wuuoui an
drink?"
33 years.
such as Missouri, Kansas and Texas
The witness replied he did not a brief
for
the
field
so
to
clear
the
and
v to he iriven next Tuesday evening
delay
"Only at dinners of the Gridiron know who was present, except that
common and preferred and Texas &
Abbott Is Next Witness.
very grave negotiations she will have
at the chamber of commerce
club, when he had a glass of cham- he went
Pacific
and
to give a
He was followed on the stand by
suggested liquidation
expecting
over
the
to undertake with her allies
rooms, and to which all members
pagne in front of him. He would ocbear pressure begotten of the Frisco
Lawrence F. Abbott, son of Dr. LyX
AT
LIBRARY
V
DANCE
of
of
the
division
spoils
victory.
from
it."
a
X
take
invited.
are
X
The
sip
of
casionally
the chamber
man Abbott, of New York. The wit
This concluded his testimony.
HALL TONIGHT. X situation.
Mr. Pound asked him if Colonel
Erie first preferred fell over a
ness said he was president of a com- X gathering is for the purpose of S
"Affirms."
.
Quaker
ever
used
Roosevelt
profanity.
getting together in an informal
ARE
point.
BULGARIANS
which published a periodical of
pany
V
of
Woman's
Trade
The
S
Board
news
a
Edwin
"Never."
Emerson, writer and
Bonds were irregular.
way to have a bit of eat and X
which Colonel Roosevelt is one of the
will give a dance at the Library
WAR PATH
ON
"Did he ever use obscene
being a Quaker, was not editors.
drink and to smoke a good cigar" X
AnThe
market closed heavy.
e- wait
Hall
The
first
tonight.
sworn in, but affirmed that n.b eviguage?"
and talk over several matters re- - S
Once when Colonel Roosevelt was
9 p. m.
music Sk nouncement of the Harriman dissoluat
Special
gins
Sulonikl. May 29 A dispatch from V
police commissioner of New York the X lating to the forwardin& of the
by the Elks Orchestra. New e- - X tion plans, made in the final hour of
y
many good things planned for X
umi
t
witness said he made a complaint to
fluctuathe market, caused
trustwom.y source
,y
1(lctlon8 Includ(ng the "Bud Rag,"
the benefit of the city. It is an X Bulgarian troops have destroyed the
tbe colonel about tho intoxication of a
nd x tions in both Union Pacific and South-ti- n
of HeaTen
.,The
Daughter
'
old saying that the straightest X village of Hadji, between Salon.ki and
policeman.
Pacific, the balance of the list as,The Garland of .Roses . T.fk.
,
way to a man's heart is through
"What can you say as to whether
&.
onlH
,
Serres, and have massacreed the Mus- - v. n)a
v suming a more even tone, but show11
anu
is wen known
Mr. Roosevelt indulged in
guiman population.
ing general net losses.
liquor to X nis stomacn,
mat wuen me nieei wuu cauu
excess?"
"He did not. In my trips with him X other iu a social way that the bar- - X ARIZONA WOMEN VOTE
Tokio, May 29. As the result of the ington emphasized that the question at in Africa and Europe, dining with
ON WET OR DRY QUESTION.
riers break away and they be-issue is an economic and not a polit- hfra and
Phoenix, Ariz., May 29. For the
with him, for three X come better acquainted and un- - X
growing attacks by the opposition, the
riding
ical one. It
out that the state months I handled his
money and he X derstand each other better for X' first time since they were given the
Japanese government today took the of Californiapointed
has
Insists
that
there
drnnk
At dinners X the promotion of any public plan X franchise in Arizona, women in Phoe-anything.
scarcely
elder statesmen and other leaders, In- been no violation of the American-Japanesh( drank only light wine or a little
for the betterment of their com- - X'nix and in Maricopa county general' v.
.
cluding Prince Taro Kataura, the
are X participated in an election of con
treaty. '
X munity. So the members
champagne."
former premier, into its confidence on After dwelling on the friendship of "You have never seen him under X asked to bear in mind the date X sequence by voting on the "wet" cr
Chattanooga, Tenn., May 29. Grey ltng line, while those who were too
veterans of the southern Con- - feeble, rode in carriages and auto- the California question and submitted the United States for Japan, the reply the influence of liquor?"
garbed
X
X and to be present and take part
"dry" question.
to them the text of America's reply to concludes that the courts of law are "Never."
at- X
Because of required educational federacy had their annual parade here mobiles.
X in the social and business
The reunion will come to a close to
Japan's protest against the California open and expresses the hope that
few women and men today the climax of their twenty-thirMr. Abbott's
direct examination X fairs that will engage their at-- X qualifications,
alien land ownership legislation.
reunion. Thousands of old sol- night with a ball in honor of the Sons
the. question may be solved in a manX of Mexican origin appeared at the
X
tention.
' The text of the reply sent by Wash ner
diers plucklly kept their places in the of Confederate Veterans.
satisfactory to Japan.
X S X XX
pells.
(Continued on page four).
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Good Old Potatoes
AT

85c Per Cwt.

Has Its Share of the Proof That
ney Sufferers Seek.

ZFHOITEi 40.

Wood

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

BUY IT OF GRICHTON."
Phone One Double 0 J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, AriPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

FE
PDAM CAMTA
I
lIVUiTl

jAll A lC

zona. Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

GIVE
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IN

EDDY

IN 'OUR, .STORE

SELVES AS GREATLY PLEASED AT THE

He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in my back that
had troubled me for three years. They
brought prompt relief and proved so
satisfactory that I gave a public
statement in their praise. Now after
two and a half years have passed, I
gladly confirm every word of that testimonial. I can add that I have since
used Doan's Kidney Fills, giving them
a more thorough trial and have received great benefit. I know that this
remedy is a cure for backache and
kidney complaint."
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Doan's and
Kemembor the name
take no othr.

By Charles A. plnsmoro.
Artesia, N. M., May 29. Tin) demon Is a penetrating application after the fordoctor, and lubristratlon at the Belt vvell the other mula "f a noted family
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue or tendon
OM
the
was
the
ever,
day
greatest
affected. It goes directly to the strained
gently but surely relieves all
gushing !0 feet higher than the trp portions and soreness
or struln.
of the casing, a solid stream of the tendeiiey to use
there will be no pain, no
By lis dally
pure stuff. There were fully diiO peo- distress nu nausea, no danger of laceration
ple present, and they went wild. The or ot li' accident, and the period will be one
snpi erne comfort and joyful anticipation.Is
strangers (more than half those pres- of Tii
::!! young women Mother's Friend
never
as
were
they
enthusiastic,
ent)
one ef the greatest of, all helpful Influences,
before believed that the oil was hero for it bs chtunm'tii oi an us aH"'"
dangi rs. dispels all tue uonnt aim oreuu,
2"i
ir. such quantity; and probably
all sits" of fear, and thus enaliles the mind
gallons were carried away It. small and beuv to await the greatest event in a
gladness.
tliir time woman'- life with untranimeled cherished
vials. The demonstration
Mot'vr's Friend Is a most
was under the auspices of the char' remedv
n thousands of homes, and Is of
her of commerce, which was entertain such ji- t- liar merit and value as to make allIt TIME IS MONEY. YOU CAN SAVE TIME IN OUR STORE. WE KNOW
"Ksent!i,;.y one to be recommended by
OUR HARDWARE STOCK AND W E CAN SOON GIVE YOU WHAT
ing the Retailers Association of New women.
Mexico on that day; and each gue.t!
YOU WANT. WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
You will mid It on sale at nil drug stores
ON THE PRICE AND
gladly TIME ON THE SALE. WE ONLY CARRY ONE KIND OF HARDWARE
was presented with a small souvenir at 151.00 a bottle, or the druggist will
MothIt.
Insist
If
fur
It
upon
yon
you
of the new oil field. This was a ytl get
AND THAT IS THE BEST WE CAN BUY, BUT OUR PRICES ARE
er's Friend is prepared only by the
low banner two inches long, across
SUCCEED
BY
Regulator Co., 1ST Lamar Blilg.,
DOING
FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE COU LD NOT
(ia., who will send you by mull, BUSINESS ANY OTHER WAY.
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word
of
was
which
the
printed
top
book
to
expectant
a
instructive
sealeil,
PROGRAM TONIGHT
Artesia. Just below this was a small moUu'.-sWrttu for it
FRANCIS bottle cf crude oil. tied wit'i green
FOR
WOOD -and white ribbon, the colors of tiif grail lying, and if we develop an oil
Phone 14.
There were prob.ibly a held here 1 look forward to the most Phone
The program for the St. Francis chamber.
relations between the
hundred kodaks, and evervbod,- - 'cot ? harmonious
the
at
will
be
which
given
sihool
tbot" as the gusher was permitte i 'operators and the Santa Fe railway.
Loretta auditorium this evening is aa to
spout for several minutes t,i order jand one that will be mutually bene-tha- f
fcllowK:
the demonstration might b" abso Acini and resulting In the furnishing
"With Courage and Strength" Duet
after winch the 'to tlin people of New Mexico and the
convincing;
lately
Ortiz
I..
1, Hernandez,
liow was turned into the torace ;indiu tries up and down the Pecos
Minims
"Night Cap Song"
valhy cheap fuel, which will insure
tanks.
"l.a Oolera" Recitation...!. A. Garcia
Dr. S. AT. Circhfield of Titusv'I'e, T:
prosperity, this is what the state nee
Reci"Auction" (Extraordinary)
who has taken lease on many thous- more than anything else now.
Fourth Grade Girls ands of acres of oil lands in the Mal
tation
"Development work is aow progres- The company ha- "Slowly and Softly Music Should
very rapidly.
aga section, was here yesterday
Vocal Class today, accompanying Senator
K ordered out a complete set of Sharp
Flow"
Recitation.
Andrews. The doctor stated that he Hughes bits and a new standard nt.
"Nobody's Child"
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
It. Lujan had much confidence in this field, ai:! ;of the latest pattern, to be used on the
' Kazoo Band"
.Boysjthat he would return here shor'ly and A lt in, Terry, Preacher, and Martin
ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-taleatvs. The Martin well will soon he.
Gifla jmake a long stay.
"Little nirdies"
Senator W. H. Andrews ha:-- ' been completed, and drilling will start in a
"Mama Julieta."
part. The grandfather would
here for several days, leaving Sunday few days on the other wells. We are
Comedia en Dos Actos.
i.
be amazed at the radiance of the modhoping for some very favorable news
levelling iui me suuui, um no win
in a few days to remain some, to cive to the public In a few days.
ern home and why all this light? To
Personajes
"The Brown well is now equipp.'fi
jlime. He is here in the interests of
Dona Eleonor, Noble Decaida.
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make the home more homelike to make
nroducers.
new
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slalartlne! bases and options. He represents , machinery, pumps, etc.,
tubing,
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
J. Vijil Ltrong company, and whenever the!': steel sucker rods, etc, and is doing
Isabel, Sus Hijas
X.
Martinez moldings are sufficiently large, drilling abcut twice as much as it ever did,
Herminia, Sus Hijas
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Monte
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de
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is to begin. He said to the writer: ma'-in100 barrels,
approximately
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
de Eleonor,
(Herman Politica
"Nothing doing in politics. But Ar- and we hope as soon as everything
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field.
an
oil
tesia surely has
There
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desired.
smoothly it will make I"0
K. Gonzales is no ground for gainsaying this. The barrels.
eta")
"It will be necessary to pull the pipe
F. Duran oil world is now looking toward ArHerlinda, a Recamarera
Teresa, Criada de Kleonor.F. Quintnna tesia to bring in a big field very soon and ream out the hole and go deeper
and I believe ycu will do it indeed, it the Everest well. It is producing
Acto Primero
you have an oil fieid today; and with oil now, and we believe it will be necTeddy, Dollie and the Little Sufthe large number of operatoiS here essary to go 50 feet dei.per. It promfragettes
land the drilling going on it should ises to be a great producer when
Acto Segundo
not be many months until your output
The Father of Uncle Sam
"The Martin well is down about 7 '0
A. Armijo, J. Tapia, F. Gorniley is quite large.
The oil lease on 200 acres of thpjfeet, and will strike the water ock in
"The City of Holy Faith" Essay. .
J. Kael Daugherty place having expired today, a day or two.''
f,
the representative, of the Doheny
Judge Lovejcy left for his home In
. ,
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a
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to touch the button and
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Leonard Buchanan,
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from
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Song
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fan
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ready to cool the heatready
"Marguerite of France" Recitation
to I. C. Hanszen. The Guffey company They got so boistrous that some cf
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
Eighth Grade Girls is not chartered as yet to opeiate in our citizens took a hand in it and they
"Come, Sing a Merry Song" QuarNew Mexico; but as Mr. Buchanan is had some of the "red" smeared ever
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Boys and Girls well known here as an
tette)
regular themselves. They were taken out in
day and n'ght' Estimates and full inforcertiscout for the Guffey people, it :s gen- a corral and "hog-tiedConferring of grammar grade
but mmagftf
mation cheeerfully given.
ficates and distribution of premiums.
erally believed that this concern H to knaw the ropes and get loose. The
beginning to take hold here new. A were finally sent home and dou'd'ess
cash bonus was paid for this lepse. Mr. awoke next morning sadder aun wiser.
FREED FROM CRIME
Buchanan did not disclose any planf.
Roy
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Toledo, O.
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PHONE 85 MAIN.
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Backache? Kidneys weak?
Distressed with urinary Ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Use what
Don't have to look far.
Santa Fe peopl recommend.
Every
street in Santa Fe has its cases.
Here's one Santa Fe man's experience.
Let Jose Ortiz y Baca, of Alto St.,

tell
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directly intermediate stations.
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From Farminfton and Aztec, N. M., June 12th.
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ft NEW AMERICAN ASTONISHER: IT IS A PLAN TO
CHANGE THE CLIMATE OF A QUARTER OF
THE GLOBE.!

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

of:respect

De Vargas.
James Norment, Citv.
Whereas, the Santa Fe Woman's
,1. H. Bickford,
Christian Temperance Union has met
Donili:g,
C. E. Smith, St. Loms.
with a great loss in the death of
Miss Adelaida Candelaria,
their dear friend and comrade, Mrs.
HERBERT QUICK TELLS ABOUT THE PLAN NOW BEFORE CONGRESS and the snowstorms
that whitened
Leah Adessa Harvey, who on May
TO TURN THE WARM GULF STREAM SO THAT IT WILL MAKE Mr. Pegotty's coat?
left
Miss
the church militant
Carlota CandcUria, Albuquer
8th, 1013,
GREENLAND GREEN, IRELAND HOT AND CUT THE ICE OF
But Norway and Sweden may bo
here to join the church Triumphant que.
counted upon as favoring the NewC. R .Ragsdale
.
above, where we do believe she in
A branch of the Gulf
stream Will foundland jetty. They would gain by
still with clearer vision seeking 0. Mirabal, City,
(By Herbert Quick.)
for and planning for the best welfare
.lames Baca, City.
One of the most interesting, appeal- then How along the west coast of it, even though the ice trade with Engof the loved ones left behind; and the
L. W. Springer, Las Vegas.
and revolutionary Greenland - so .Mr. Riker says and land were imperiled. And Russia-w- ell,
ing astonishing
jjftvswA:.-when one considers that Rusfull fruition of the great work of reDr. W. B. Davis, Las Vegan
schemes ever laid before the world is many times as much warm water will
jm
Miss Ada Springer, Las Vegas.
demption and restoration at which
port,
tack of a bill introduced in the lower wash the shores of Iceland and the sia's greatest need Is an
she labored so faithfully when here,
Mr. Leonard Hopkins, Las Vegas.
house of congress by Representative nations in T.urope. In view of the fact that Archangel on the White sea is a
;
for "we cannot feel that thou art
tine harbor which would be brought
'
Mrs. S. Eldodt, Chamita.
that the Gulf stream carries
Calder of New York.
' '
P. E. Rinehart, Denver.
far, since near at need the angels
cubic yards of water per hour into the circle of
ports by Mr.
than
a
less
It
is
project
nothing
are," and
Horace Harper,
which has for its object the changing piist Cape Florida, with a temperature Biker's jetty if the scheme works
I). D. Conway, Alamosa, Colo.
one may easily see what a huge interWhereas, not only the local union
of the climates of Greenland, Iceland, of 75 degrees and that this water la
C. A. Carruth, Antoirio.
has met with a loss, but also the state
cooling :i" degrees would be able to national affair this harmless-lookinand
Norway,
Ireland,
Britain
Great
house bill No. 28239 may become.
and national, in that the interests of If. .T. Spinden, New York.
Sweden and northwestern Russia, Fin- melt eighteen hundred square miles
E. B. Cornotl, Alamo i.
Mrs. Harvey were not bounded
ice ten feet thick per hour, it is
by
cf
The bill, however, only provides for
a
in
part
fact,
great
and,
land, Lapland
H. J. Dean, City.
her environment but were world wide
perfectly certain that it is not doing a commission to study the plans for
of Europe,
in her longing for the speedy coming
half its possible work in making Ire- the jetty and compute Its probable
Harry Haddock, City.
C. C. Todd, Denver.
of the day when Christ's kingdom
land the Emerald Isle and causing the
and the eminent men who ask
should be established upon the earth,
E. M. Biggs, Denver.
present difference between the weath- tor the passage of the bill have thereand His knowledge be written in the L. B. Woolters, New .dexico
er of sunny Italy and stormy Capo by only evinced an interest in the mathearts of mankind.
Mike May, Chicago.
Cod great as these differences are.
ter. They do not accept all Mr. Hik,1. C. Franknel, Sidney, Australia.
Therefore be it resolved, That this
the possibility
of ob- er's views.
Conceding
R. L. Cock, Kansas City.
union do cherish the memory of our
But there is no doubt that the minds
structing the drift of sand on the sea
C. E. Jones, Denver.
friend, keeping green in their hearts
bottom and making it. build its own of many sane and
peoF. .7. Spaulding,
her many wise words of counsel and
CUy.
which Mr. Riker contends for
are a good deal Inipresesd by Mr.
jetty
ple
deeds
kind
of
unselfish
her many
and allowing the effects of it on the Riker and his claims.
nesses and so strive to emulate her
Montezuma.
purity of heart and motive that they
Charles R. Easley, ( liy.
may be found as ready as she when
.1. L. Sehnabel,
AliHivierque
that "clear call from across the
T. Espe, City.
them to
seas" summons
O. B. Warner, Denwr.
meet the Master of the Vineyard.
Acasio Galiegos, Kslaucia.
And be it further resolved, That
A. II. Hudspeth, White Oaks
the love and sympathy of this union
W. A. Cameron, El I'aso.
who
bo extended to her children,
F. Quln, Albuquerque.
have now both father and mother
R. .1. Murphy, Albuquerque.
HUDS0N
'
'
waiting for them over there in the O .L. Owen, City.
House of Many Mansions; and that
T. ,L Davidson, New
a copy of these resolutions he sent to
HERBERT QUICK.
Tom Tobert, Japan.
them and a copy lie furnished the
Reimer,
Nippon
Harry
lostate organization paper and the
The smile naturally follows the sug
R. F. Sickles, Denver.
cal papers, and be spread upon the
MRS. LIEUT. COMMANDER WM. PICGOT CRONAN ,U. S. N., FORMERLY
gestion. Man cannot change climates.
H. II. Whiting, Albuquerque.
minutes of this union.
MISS NELLIE GRANT.
J. Soledad y Jaraieillo, Alhiuiuer- At least he never has. And to change
SANTA FE WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN
all the climates of the North Atlantic
que.
TEMPERANCE UNION.
shores the thing is absurd. It tranM. D. Carnes, Denver
Whereas it lias seemed wise to the
scends the power of puny man. It
n. T. Delm, Denver.
Infanite Creator to remove Ironi our
r.:ight be within the power of a race!
midst our fellow club woman and
ot" geni- - but not for the genus homo!
Serious Accident.
'friend, Mrs. Leah Adessa Harvey, and
And yet Colonel George Goethals,
UNITED
Whereas, the members of the Civics
builder of the Panama canal, says thai
success
oil
The
of
the
demonstration
and Philanthropy Department and the
V
"the subject warrants investigation,"
Woman's Club of Santa Fe, bad the given at the Be writ Thtirse ay afand that be hopes the real author of
honor and privilege of the fellowship ternoon was marred by one of tb'J the
scheme, Mr. Carrol L. Riker, of
and personal friendship of Mrs. Har- noht deplorable accidents that lias oc"will he successful in securBrooklyn,
curred
or
the
in
community.
Forty
vey, and
of the bill."
the
ing
passage
more
a
well
as
automobiles,
many
Whereas, the Woman's Club of San
Therefore, the matter is worth
ta Fe realize its loss in the death of oiiier vehicles, nan been parked svm
so capable and willing a worker anil n etrically just v.pst of the well in or- thinking about.
the photographers to
Everybody knows about the Gulf
so staunch a friend. Be it therefore, der to allow
Resolved, That the sympathy of catch a view of the well in actio'-- stream and its effects on the climate
ith the people as a background. In of western Europe. It is the mightiest
this club be expressed to the family
in this hour of their bereavement and 'he crowd was a surrey In whU.h was river in the world but it flows
seated the Misses Stagr.er, of this city, through the ocean and not across the
be it,
Miss land. England is as far north as
Resolved, That these condolences and their guest and relative,
or
but England is a great parbe sent to her sorrowing family and Uihel Scott, who had just arrived the Labrador
from
When
Missouri.
Mr.
Labrawhile
Jas.
adise
most
evening
Ada
of
the
Miss
previous
Harvey,
children,
year,
Harvey, Mr. Robert Harvey and Mr. the gate valve was released a column dor is a frozen desert.
tremen-doiioil
ot
was
with
a
The Gulf stream is the reason It
brought
Eugene Harvey, and be it further
the is the greatest
radiator in
Resolved, That copies of these res- loar of gas, which Jrightened
olutions be spread on the minutes of team Behind which the ladies were the universe. It (Iowa out of the Gulf
the club and sent to the Santa Fe mated. Before assistance could reach of Mexico, carrying the waters warmNew Mexican.
them, two of the ladies were thrown ed by the heat of the equatorial sun
Every year over one hundred thousand
PACIFIC
4
) A VICE M. GREENE,
out and injured, Miss Scott receiving and sets northeast parallel with the
Studebaker vehicles are sold.
OCEAN
,
of
the
two. In Atlantic coast of this country and
Secretary. tie greater injury
w
This tells you what the farmers of the
striking the ground, one leg was strikes Newfoundland.
broken between the ankle and sner.,
There it is shuttered and stunned by
country think of the Studebaker wagons.
both bones being broken, also shat the land and the shallows called the
and the flesh terribl-- cut. Dr Grand Banks. It meets the cold waThis appreciation has been constantly growof Roswell, rendered emergency ters
jVeal,
coming down between Greenland
do.
to
78
The mercury climbed
ing for sixty years.
treatment as
as possible Dt. and Labrador and mixes with them in
Showing the average present, position and si2e of the Gulf stream and
at 4:10 p. m. yesterday and thui. C ulpepper wasquickly
grees
hurriedly sumnuno these shallows where the cold water Us branches, also its rival, the Labrador current, whose attack upon It in
This appreciation has been earned by the deterwas 27 degrees higher than at 4:40 t-- rom
jjayton, ana he had the youn.. ;hll3 t0 come to tl)e Burfaco u, gfit ove. the shoal waters of the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, now almost neutral-- '
mination of Studebaker to produce an honestly built
in., when the minimum temperntme, iuu.v pmueu in a car ana urour ic in
the ridge of sand, instead of flowing i.es it, and showing the location of trie proposed jetty.
and
on
full
work
will
do
doing
a
was
that
SI
recorded.
keep
!of
day's
wagon
Artesia, where he. assisted by several
clown as it does whnra it ha,
'.'.)
deep
but
was
The humidity yesterday
it, and not to build a cheap one.
polar current and the Gulf stream-- as
local physicians, gave the wound evthe chance.
cent. There were showers in ti.e
seem reasonable; and we have beiper
'
possible attention Miss Scott
ery
The man who buys the Studebaker gets all the
met
These are the difficulties
by
.
INTO YOUR
SHOES
no ...nil n ,
fore us the biggest problem in ter- SHAKE
(vicinity at intervals during the day, AnUltr
, .1 l.UEli
v.,..
r.Micuu-.iof
II
lau
n
thr-two
in
Ki,il, nf
generbut the dust was laid in the city by she is very badly injuted. Artesia Ad-- r;lf .(Mm
improvements gained by the experience
restrial change ever offered for conout like a great fan and sideration. Do we dare to
Fool-Easations of wagon builders.
the city sprinkler.
the antiseptic powvocale.
change the Allen's
warms all western Europe.
At 8 o'clock this morning a tempera-tniDnliT.rr Woo
Truck.
der. It relieves painful, smarting, tenciimates as proposed?
Farm Wagon
.
to
the
Riker
make
Surreys
Buggie
of 55 degrees was recorded
proposes
jfr,
Dump Wasoni
it
Ireland would welcome the change. der, nervous feet, and instantly takes
Harness
Buaineu Wagons
Pony Cart.
THIS INTERESTS EVERY WOMAN drifting sand build a jetty 200 miles
Santa Fe. In other cities it was
She has no vested interests in frig- the sting out of corns and bunions. It's
Sold undmr the Studebaker guaranty:
A
family doctor said recently that long and reaching from Newfoundland idity. But what would Ireland
follows:
say? the greatest comfort discovery of the
See our Dealer or write uj.
Amarillo, 64: Bismarck, 58; Boise, women come to him thinking that they eastward to tho Grand Banks. This Does she care for a warmer climate? age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or
he!
have
female
but
to
Is
when
off
intended
cold
cut
trouble,
GG;
the
Do'dge
'4G;
jetty
City,
Cheyenne,
Would the shamrock grow as green new shoes feel easy. It is a certain
South Bend, Ind.
STUDEBAKER
,
treats
them
for
their
blad
waters
and
in
Grand
their journey southward, as now?
kidneys
40;
42;
Flagstaff,
DENVER
relief for sweating, callous, swollen,
KANSAS CITY
CHICAGO
DALLAS
NKWYORK
PORTLAND, OEE.
SAN FRANCISCO
junction, till; Helena, ou; Kansas iny. der, they soon recover. This is worth bringing such icebergs as that whici
SALT LAKH CITY
MINNEAPOLIS
Would England be willing to dis- - tired, aching feet. Always use it to
knowing, and also that Foley Kidney sank the Titanic and to make them pe nse with
TO; Lander, 30; Los Angeles, 52; Mo
her fogs and become sunnv Break in New Shoes. Try it today.
clena, 38; Phoenix, EG; Portland, 4!i. Pills are the best and safest medicine flow farther east, where the ocean Is like Italy?
Scld everywhere, 25 cents. Don't ac- a':
such
actimes.
In
are
tonic
GO;
There
will
They
54;
Roseburg,
Rapid City,
deeper.
Pirblo,
they
creep alo'ng
Would
Scotland
dour
any substitute. For FREE trial
cept
trade
her
m: Roswell, 56- - Salt Lake, GO: San tlon, quick in results. They will help the bottom of the seas and not interweather for that of northern France? package, address Allen S. Olmsted,
vc.u.
The
fere with the Gulf stream.
Capital Pharmacy,
Francisco, 52; Spokane, 4S; Touopah
What would become of the poetry of Le Roy, N. Y.
3G; Winnemucea, 44.
British weather? How would the
Forecast.
readers of Dickens interpret his fogs
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
For Santa Fe and vicinity: ThreatMAY SOON BE EMPEROR.
in which Gaffer HeNham took his toll working for you, for Santa Fe and
local
with
thunder
probably
ening
of the floating bodies on the Thames the new state.
or Friday; cooler
otornis
tonight

Diego, Calif., May 27. Miss
Nellie Grant, of San Diego, granddaughter of President U. S. Grant, recently surprised her friends by suddenly marrying Lieutenant Commander Win. Piggott Cronan, IT. S. N., in
this city. The ceremony was performed by JiiBtiee of the I'eaee A. Pearnott.
Cronan is commander of the torpodj
boat destroyer Jeweit, stationed at
He arrived here recently
Annapolis.
and met hlB bride-to-bostensibly to
arrange for the wedding that had been
previously announced.
The couple will leave s oon for a rip
ir the east before going to unapolis
to reside.
Han
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"Nearly all those Wagons and
Buggies are Studebakers
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Accuracy!!!
m i n 2:

is the basic principle of the

Re

ton

Adding and Subtracting

Typewriter
( Wahl

Adding Mechanism)

The machine is accurate. But this is
not all. It enforces accuracy on those who
use it. Likewise it admonishes to accuracy
all those on whose work it affords a check.
It detects errors. It likewise prevents
errors. Fewer errors are made in every
office where the Remington Adding and Subtracting Typewriter is used. Why? Because
every clerk knows that this machine will
infallibly detect his errors and this know!,
edge makes him more careful in everything
that he does.
Thus the machine adds accuracy to mechanical labor saving in
every kind of work where writing and adding are done on the game page.

Illustrated booklet sent on request.

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

1645

Champa Street, Denver; Colorado.

Friday.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Fri- cay generally fair; cooler in northeast portion.

EMPEROR OF JAPAN REPORTED NEAR DEATH
AND HIS EMPRESS.

Conditions
The center of a low barometer is
oer southern Nevada this morning,
whence a trough of low barometer ex
tends eastward to New Mexico. Over
the North Pacific the barometer has
risen rapidly and high barometer apto
pears from northern California
Washington, with cooler weather gen
Nevada and
erally from California,
Utah northward. Light showers arj
reported in Nevada, Utah, Wyoming
and Montana. Conditions favor threat
ening weather in this section tonlgh'ii
and Friday, with probably local thunder showers; cooler Friday.
PROF. WILLIAMS IS
GIVEN NEW JOB.
Boulder. Colo.. May 29. Professor
C. II. Williams, for three years assistant professor of education at the
(University of Colorado, has resigned
to accept a position as head of the
department of university extension
work at the University of Missouri,
according to an announcement made
today. Williams is a graduate of the
University of Missouri and Cornell
University.
A slight cold tn a child or a grown
person holds possibilities of a grave
nature. Croup may come on suddenly,
bronchitis or pneumonia may develop,
severe catarrhal troubles and con
si mption are possible results. Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound nips a cold
at the outset, cures croup quickly,
checks a deepseated cough, and heals

Inflamed

membrances.

Th

Capital

Pharmacy.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It

Ads

alway
j

Crown Prince of Japan, Hlrohlto (atlo called Nyehinomiya),
become the mikado whsn hi father, Emperor Yoshihito,
dies.
born April 29, 1901.

who will
He wjs

Yoshihito, the mikado, formerly called Harunomlya, has reiyned since
He was born Aurust
death of his father, Mutsuhito, July 30, 1912.
There
1879, and was married May 10 1900, t o Sadako, his empress.
three children, all tons Hlrohlto, the crown prince, aged 12; Yasuito,
and Nobuhlto, 8.

the
31,

are,
11,

j

THURSDAY, MAY 29, 1913.
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HOT WEATHER IN
WHICH
"
THE CENTRAL WEST.
TAXES CAN SE PAID.
announces,
The county treasurer
Kansas City, May 19. Tenpera-hireiHiit Suliinlay 1b Hir lust day in which
ot 100 decrees from various
to pay taxfB for the Inst half of the
J 2.
The earnest attention of western and southwestern Kansas
iyear
counties are reported oday. All May
tr.x payers Is called to this notice.
records for heat have been broken In
Kansas and no Immediate relief Is
promised.
Crop conditions are not
The temperaregarded as serious.
ture in Topeka at 1 o'clock this after
AXD
MAYOR
MAYOR BLANKKXBIiRG OF PHII.ADISU'HIA (OX liEFT)
noon was 96.
RIDDLE OF ATLANTIC CITY. PHOTOGRAPHED ON U. OF W.
At Wichita at the same hour It was
97; nt Hutchinson, 104, and at Kansas
City, 90.
LAST DAY

'

IN

s

1

HARD

CHASED

HASN'T

LUCK

TEAM'S

THE

FROM

SMILE

YANKEE

MAYORS GO TO SCHOOL!

LEADER."

"PEERLESS

SECRETARY
OF MISSOURI DEAD..
2S
Mo.,
May
Bethany,
Henry
Cadle, Gl years old, for many years
Binte secretary and prominent nationally in the Sons of the American Revolution died here early today. He was
Burial will be at Muscaa bachelor.
tine, Iowa.

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
fact that thousands of
women ure now using

Do you realize thu

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
a remedy for mucous nwmbrane af- fections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceration, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured sny "it is worth itn
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia

j

Ji" .a

rfMC

i

j

j

1

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

as

:

P

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANV PRICE

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United "States Bank" Building

E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recom- mended Paxtine in their private cor- respondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it has
no equal. Only 60c. a large box at
gists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Masa.

U'JUST t'UlOK)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good'protection

It

FISHING SEASON OPENED

!

1

i

irjir-ps-

NTev York and maay oilier citic
hern
Miwllsnn
wlarnnKin
ine something new in college students, hti .vd to make a group of freshmen
BUCi as were never Deiore seen on ino
and college Ciinipus and in the classrooms of the
ot commerce members
presidents from the eost have been university.
Their course of study induced lec
taking a three days' course in government in the University of Wiscon- tint's on labor, capital, promotion,
special service, ciiy adminis-ti.itiosin to learn how to n:n iheir own
and other topici, with specia.
cities
The most conspicuous of these 100 u niphasis on civic improvement.
umr ma wi
or more elderly stuiier:ls nave neen
sam:

j

pi

see-ion- d

INDIAN

j

Motorcycle

n

mui-um-

Mayor Rudolph Blanker.burg of Phila- M.iyor Blankeuburg
that I m is igno- delpbia and Mayor William Riddle of j "I've about decided
n:it us when 1 was bora; But l Know
Allantic City.
Businessmen,
makers and educators from Boston it. so there's hope."

'

I

iff

v

MIOKIFP.
TOP USE: BIRDIE CREE. FRAXK CHANCB,
HAL CHASR,
SWEENEY,
CATCHER.
McCOXXELU
MIDDLE:
LFLOn PITCH LR FISHER.
IiOY HARTZELL.

NEWSPAPER MEN SWEAR
THAT ROOSEVELT WAS
NO "BOOZE" FIGHTER.

plaintiff take champagne?"
"Wry few times; 1 have seen him
He never
sip it at public dinners.

frcu

"Do you know if after hard rides
and exercises, did he ever drink any-

(Continued

drank at breakfast."

page one).

:

"
For a team that couldn't win
thing in the east, the New York Americans have done pretty well in the
west. The best friends of the clu')
concede that even the "Peerless Lead- any-jer-

TRIS SPEAKER
WAS NOT WANTED
Can you imagine Tris Speaker, Red
Sox hero, as a free agent ir. the baseDeball world, seeking empiuyemnt?
pict, If your imagination is able, the
rush uf the magnates to the telegraph
offices to wire him fabulous offers.
Alas, it is not the privilege of the
star baseball player to be lree agent
which means that he may sign
where he will, at what wlipend he is
&ble to secure. And Speaker is a star
now. He was a star a
years ago,
uhen he was a free agenr but the
magnates didn't know it.
George Huff, director of sthuetics at
the University of Illinois, who coaches
baseball teams into perennial Western
championship and scouts the United
States in the good old summer tlm
to pick likely players fir the Cleveland Americans, in a talk about scoutfe-.-

ing unearthed this Interesting story
about the Red Sox wonder.
The digging up of Shaker, un- honored and unsung, in Houston, Tex.,
is one cf the brightest feats of Huff's
scouting career, and tho Cleveland
scout, notably taciturn wiin it comes
to relating his own glories, confesses
to a pardonable pride tiiat he select- ed Speaker as a major !erguer.

Gets an Option.
When Huff obtained an option on
Speaker only four days remained in
which to file his name for draft in
New York. The Texas League had
apparsntly been combed over by the
scouts, but no eagle eye had discerned the qualities that were to make
Speaker a major league star.
"Once in a while," remarked Huff,
'once :n a very long wuile, too, the
scout lights upon a player who he is
sure is the goods. Contrary to the
usual idea, the scout does not load
his prospective recruits with fulsome
praise in his report. He says: Maybe
fce'Jl do that will have lo be seen."
not many. Artie Hofrunn and Ed
Reulbach were men like 'his. And so
w as Speaker.
t
Gets no Contract.
Speaker was drafted tor a small

price, comparatively, something like
$800, by Boston, for whom I was scouting at that time. He did well enough
a rival Thoney, for whom
a fancy price was paid.
4Now, that meant that money's
performances would be viewed with
more or lees
spectacles.
This Is, the men who paid the money
would naturally try to jusMfy themselves. At the end of the season
Speaker's light was more ct less dim.
When it came to sending out contracts
within the specified time, he was forSpeaker
gotten by the Boston club.
received no word. He was worried.
"The required time passed no contract. He was a free agent. He set
rose-colore- d

cannot do much until his pitching
cores rounds Into form
With the coming of warm weather
the Yank pitchers ought to do better.
In Fisher and McConnell, the team
has two good men, as has been demon

strated yft late; Keating, the boy spit-bal- l
tosso, proved his worth in th?
early dayA, and the lit tle giant, Russel'
Ford, is still a member of the squad.
When right, Ford is almost unbeatable, as is Jack Warhop, the midget
of the Yank hurlers.

concerning
whom you have no doubts. There are
about looking for a berth, dispatching
many wires. Anyone couid have snapped him up in that Interiu. Finally
Boston bethought Itself of its near discard and sent him to Little Rock.
He hurned ud the Southern League
and quickly came back lo Boston."
Speaker was a free agent lor iwo
weeks or more. The labt time Huff
and the Red Sox outfielder met they
tnlVert nhont this incident,
bpeauer
lemembered well how much he feared
he was not going to land a berth.

Lincoln
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Omaha
Des Moines
Topeka
Wichita

are players

But there

A TERRIFIC STRUGGLE.
May 29.
St. Andrews, Scotland,
After a terrific struggle end'ng in n

halved match and necessitating the
playing of an extra hole, Heinric!.
Schmidt, of Worcester, Mass, today-felbefore Harold H. Hilton, of the
Royal Liverpool Golf Club, perhaps
the best known amateur golf playei
living. On the nineteenth green Hilputt and won
ton ran down a
the hole in three strokes against
Snhmidt's four. On the way out Hi!
ton made the nine holes in 8S strokes
airainst Schmidt's 39. but Schmid'.
reversed this score on the hone jour-!in d
pey. making-- tho nine holes
against Hilton's 39. In the course of
an interview after the game Schmidt
said:
i should have liked to bring the
championship home to Americr. I did
mv best to do so, but I have had only
Yov
two weeks' practice this yeat
see, I have to work for my living.
"Hilton is a fine sportsman ana i
good fellow and he is well entitled tJ
his victory.'
l

.

BASEBALL.
Standing of the Clubs.
Club.

National League.
Won. Lost.

Philadelphia
Brooklyn
Chicago
St. Louis

..

...22

7

19
20
IS

14
17
18
20
18

Pet.
.75S
,57C
.541
.500
.44
.41!
.300

Pittsburgh

.16

Boston
Cincinnati

13
11

Club.

American League.
Won. Ix)st. Pet.

Philadelphia
Cleveland

Washington
Chicago
St. Louis
Boston

10

2fi
19
21

3

19

24
20
24
24

H

Detroit
New York .
Club.
Denver

24

10
9

2

l'
IS

.701
.084
.541!
.5:58

.442
.412
.400

20

21
17
18

15
14

10

13
14
1G

17
19

20
25

about ten niinutos. His crofs
examination was also brief.
"You feel an interest in the outcome of this case?"
"Yes, the same interest I would
have for any intimate friend."
"On your trips with Mr. Roosevelt
you did not say that he abstained entirely from wine or champagne?"
"No, I said he abstained more tiwn
any other man."
examination Mr. Abbott
On
was asked: "Had Mr. Roosevelt been
in the habit of getting drunk, would
have reyour publishing company
tained him in service?''
Objection was raised and Mr. Abbott permitted to answer.
Mr. Abbott was then excused,
Garfield Is Called.
James R. Garfield, secretary of the
interior in the Roosevelt administration was called.
"What relation were you to President Garfield?" he was asked by Attorney Pound.
"A son," he replied.
Mr. Garfield said he was 47 years
old and a lawyer in Cleveland.
"When your father was president of
the United States, what was the custom of serving state dinners?"
"My recollection is there were no
state dinners."
were kept in
"State whether
the White House by the president or

.fiOG

.600
.515
.511
.417
.412
.2SG

Where They Play Today
National Learjue.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
Cincinnati at St. lxw.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
American

League.

Detroit at Chicago.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
Boston at Washington.
New York at Philadelphia.

American Association
Toledo at Louisville.
Indianapolis at Columbus.
Milwaukee at' Kansa3 City.

not."

"Yea, they were."
Mr. Garfield faced the jury In talking and upon interrogation outlined
with
jhis acquaintance and friendship
Colonel Roosevelt over a period of
(20 years, including the time when he
National League.
auu
was in tne liooseveu caoiuei
At Pittsburg
the primary campaign in Ohio
during
8
2
4
in May of last year.
Chicago
f.5 10
"I have been with him very often
Pittsburg
Batteries: Humphreys and Archer: since his return from, the African exRobinson, O'Toolo, Ferry and Simon. pedition," said the witness. "I have
been with him when he was under
0
Ft ooklyn
Koing mental strain and on occasions
2
of great and prolonged physical exerBoston
(Called end of second Inning ac- tion hunting and riding in the wesc
when a man naturally would get tir- count rain).
led. I have seen him in all kinds of
him
I was with
American League.
circumstances.
throughout the Ohio primary camAt Philadelphia
The trip covered a route be5 8 2 paign.
New York
to Columbus and
0 tween Chillicothe
14
6
Philadelphia
tier of
Batteries: Keating ?.nd Sweeney; over the northern and central
counties. Then we went to Marietta
Brown, Bush and La'jp.
and worked north, Mr. Roosevelt
I also was with
speaking frequently.
American Association.
convenhim during the Republican
At Minneapolis
the
at
and
Progresat
tion
Chicago
1
0 2
St. Paul
sive convention later."
3 5 0
Minneapolis
"Now in all these trips and since
and
Burns
and
Miller;
Krager
you have known him, have you ever
Owens.
seen the plaintiff under the influence
of liquor?"
s
Indianapolis-Columbugame post"I have never seen him to be the
poned; rain.
slightest degree under the influence
of liquor."
"Could he have gotten drunk withDYNAMITE EXPLOSION
KILLS S, INJURES 20. out your knowing It?"
"1 have been with him so much I
Port Vendres. France, May 29. A
sure he could not have got drunk
ttrrible explosion of dynamite in a am
without my knowing It."
this
outside
today
port
factory just
"What, if any liquor, have you ever
killed five men and injured 20 others.
him use?"
seen
of
The report was heard at a distance
W
used
"Only in milk punches.
20 miles. The men killed were blown
milk. I don't know
in
the
brandy
to pieces and portions of their bodies
how much."
were picked up a long distance In the
When Attnrnev Pound asked how
Mediterranean.
.v, ; ii. .,,..1.0. warp marie the wit- fhn
uii; luiin
piuivuca "

Today's Games.

Work for the New Mexican.
Western League.
Won. Lost. Pet. working for you, for Santa Fe
.629 the new state.
'...22 13

thing?"

lused

L

"Yes."

"What?"
"Tea, several cups sometimes."
"Did he ever use liquors as a stimulant ou these hard trips?"
"He never was stimulated by any
wine he ever drank."
"Oil the primary trip was he ever
under the influence of liquor iu the

slightest degree?"
"Never in the slightest degree."

Garfield, when
said he saw on Colonel Roosevelt's
table at various times only champagne
tnd Sherry.
"When you referred to not finding
liquor on Colonel Roosevelt's table
you expected chainpague and Sherry,
did you?"
"Yes, but I include all of them when
I say he has never been under the
influence of liquor in the slightest de:
gree."
Mr. Garfield was then excused and
Edward Heller, the naturalists, was
called and took the stand after a 10
minutes' recess.

ness hesitated a moment and then

re-

is plied: "Like milk punches are always
and made, I suppose."
"When, if ever, have you seen the

THE PECOS RIVER
an easy hour and

fs

run from Santa Fe,

three-quarte- rs'

INDIAN "Shod,

SO

Mr.

Why not combine your fishing trips this summer with
the Sport of Motorcycling ?
IT NOW

DO

LEARN MY PROPOSITION.

-

A. S. KIRK PATRICK,
J or

Call 138

72

J, care of Southwestern

AGENT.

Engineering Company.
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Rubber Stamps,

Work for the. New Mexican. It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
ithe new state.
j

YOU
FIND YOURSELF WRrTTNO THE
THINQ FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
A RUBBER STAMP
YOUR BUSINESS, RE1W5MBER
BUST
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USINQ RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

WHEN

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of- the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help wili
cost you nothing, but you will
find it invaluable.

SAME

PRICE LIST.

lc

Inches loaf
Stamp, not over 2
.'
Each additional line on stamp
IC
.
3
20c
not
e
over
2
over
and
niches
long.
Stamp,
15c
Each additional line on stamp
One-liana not over 5 laches hmf.... 25c
stamp, over 3
20c
Each additional line on same stamp
Mc
e
inch
over
Inches
5
longper
Stamp,
Each additional line, same price. (Carved Hues
on Stamp count as two Hues).
25c extra
Borders ot all shapes, under 3 inches Ion;
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
Inch in size, we chart far one Kae fer eexfa
over
lf
inch or fraction.
One-li- ne

-2

.'

One-lin-

1- -2

-2

1- -2

ne

-

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, CaliChicago,
fornia, the Northwest
Adirondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?

Local Dater any town and date, for
Ledger Dater month, day and year in

information
about
summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, if you
Complete

H.

S. LUTZ, Afent,

FE,
NEW MEXICO
SANTA

99c

radt

1- -2

50c
inch
Inch...- - 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
1
Defiance Model Band Dater.
1.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber 5tamp astd Weed Cut
I JO
Pearl Check Protector . 1-

-3

1-

-4

1- -ft

J

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G

I

It

You will be prepared for the Summer, which will be
one of Enjoyment as well as an Education.

3--

1

2
4

x4
1-

-4

4.

1- -4,

15
35

cts;
cts;

2x3
3

3--

4,

25
60
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;
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2
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2,

25

2,
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cts;

Ink. 25 cts per bottle.
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UNCLE JOE DOES
NOT SHOW INTEREST

NLW MEXICA3I
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dm goods go!

Joe"
WiiKi.iiijilon,
May
IN ALL
tested In the Personal Column, the
' returned ami New Mexican
its
to
readers
requests
'muni tin- nulla win-it- ! uu.'C lit 1B send in by mail (a postcard will do)
mighty in council.
ior by telephone (call "31") items of
He wandered around, encountered
this column.
doing so the readJohn Dwight, a former crony of tho ers will confer Bya favor
on the New
when
"Uncle
was
Joe
days
generally Mexican and on their friends. Comdesignated the "Czar of the House,'' niunications sent by mail should bear
Your Patronage Solicited
and had luncheon with him in tliu!tne
signature of the writer).
house restaurant.
125 Palace Ave
'Have you seen the new hall ol the
C. J. Kmerson, of the fulled States
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
house?" the former speakei whs ask- survey . is m Allmmioi-mi'
ed, '
I I'SS
Fort Sumner on business connect- J. B. LAMY,
IEfjiand
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
fhe famous Cannon undo wliicli sr, with that
PHONE 180.
COUNTRY
once illuminated every comment o
Joiunon
Charles Haynes, cf
street,
FEATURE JUNE 12
the
failed to appear.
.
i.
Rni u;.
i uavcu i ot'i-j- Jl ctllU I it III IlOl leaves today for a trip to the east, anil
going to," was the reply. "1 under will visit
The Plaza Fete to be given by the
Chicago and other eastern
stand thoy have torn out the old desks
Woman's Hoard of Trade on June 12,
cities.
and put in a lot of green seatc, but I
KffiffMBCifiK
li. M. Biggs, of the Clianm Stores & wiu 1,avo num' attractive features
don't care. I don't belong. I m on
INSURE WITH li.UWARI) AND RF.ST CONTENT.
Tie company, of Chama is in the city which win bf wntioned in tho New
the outside"
Mexican from thm to time before w
M
is
and
bis
broiher.ln.lxw
visiting
Uncle .loo said he did not even inPome of Hum will be new
S. Groves, of the state corporation 'that date.
tend to look at the marble bu"r o.
iand full of fun. One of the atlrac-- ,
himself which now occupies a place commission.
Acasio Callegoa, comity clerk of 'Hons which is In the hands of the.'
of honor in the speaker's lobby.
Down,
Month
Balance, $10.00
Torrance county, and former assis- committee on that matter will be the
tant superintendent of public instruc establishment of a "Country Store"DELEGATES WILL BE
Deed 1913
in the city ami calling on his where everything will be found inicct, snudit; uj ivioaern rcesiaence section on
PAID FOR THEIR WORK, tion, is
eluding Uutterctip's "snuff and tobac- friends
here.
many
South
Side.
An Ideal Site for tr e New Home, and the
,'lacky," and also
Mrs. Emma Snivel, slate superin-tenden- t cy and excellent
San Francisco,
28.
in
best
Calif., May
Santa Fe, Act
"ribbons
to
laces
and
off
set
if interested.
the
faces
bargain
of the
Neighbors, of of
Delegates to the anuimi sessions of Colorado, from Royal
pretty young sweet hearts and
Colorado
Springs.
the grand division of the Tirol lierhood
will be given a public reception
at wives." The committee who liavs the'
11
of Railway Trainmen in the future
"Country Store" in charge is Mes-- j
evitlie
nexf
Firemen's
hall,
Tuesday
will
increased
leceive
Room
dames
compensation
8, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe, N, M.
Palen, Winters, Spit., llogle
(C. A. BISHOP)
for the time they spend at the con- and Aspluml.
T,,'
B
"iFTf'S REAL ESTATE, BA WARD "IMS it." "
::::
ventions away from their homes and
The Rummage Sale is also going lo
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
LOANS
Ada
.Mabel Davis.
and
Green,
Harvey
work.
their
a feature which is in charge of.
be
An amendment to the constitution who have been yisdting Judge and the following committee:
Phone, 189 J.
Chairman,
s
was adopted today which carries an Mrs. Abbott at the Kilo de I.os
Mrs. Woodruff, and Mosdamcs
liar-- :
the
went
and
who
past
week,
increase from $fi to $7 a day for each
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Chapman.
over there in true western style on jroun, Walker and Anita
delegate.
All who will contribute to this rumAn increase from SO to 70 cents an horseback, will return home tudav.
"
"
'
H F. Coggeshall and wife and Fran-H
,
,.
,
hour for overtime at sessions and a
? "I
C.
cis
Wilson
and
wif
....
returned
last
m.
change in the mileage rate from 2 to
n, tiliu ,.,,,,:,'
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
3 cents a mile.
vrvciiiu
u,
uuiuiuuime
ironi i aOi, ft'P K( tll.'lt MftlflfiU tlltir I'll
DISHH5 run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
where
Mr. Coggeshall has been on bU8.tob(, br0llK!li.
The balance of the time will be de- be
sent
alter will,
may
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high- voted to the proposed changes to the u cm vuiiuecieu win; uie inuians anu n
I
,(V. This is very nnnortant. so J
"
constitution. President Lee cannot i .'.ir. Wilson has been attending court
grade chafing- dishes, on which you can cook a
those who will contribute
are
2
form an idea at this time as to the me imni nau a pieasani otiiing and asked to trot out
meal, and the percolators which will niakeacup
thev want
everything
came home brown and happy as tratu to give from an old necktie to' a
of most delicious coffee in a few minules.
date of final adjournment.
I
tourists.
carded piano.
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
Mrs. J. D. Dames, of .as Vegas, is
C. VONTZ,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET. I
j H.
Next Door to Postoffice.
visiting her mother, Mrs. A. P. I logic ARNOLD IS GIVEN
and will remain here during the sum90 YEARS IN THE
mer months.
Mrs, liarnes is well
STATE PENITENTIARY.
known to Santa Ke people, her husband having been express agent here
for a number of years, and is now Rancher Who Killed His Young Bride
Pleaded Guilty lo Charge of Second
similarly employed by the Wells-FarDegree Murder.
phu-.-.that
Mrs. Wilkes' Fondest Hopes
N03BIE5T OUTFITS IN THE CITY
General
S. Drooks and Sheriff
Keahzed Health, Hsp- - jciosson and his daughter, Miss May. Roswell, N. M., May I'lL - Joel 1.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - are expected home from Roswell to- - Arnold, the ranchman who killed his
piness and Baby.
bride of four weeks about a month
night, where they attended the graduaago, was today sentenced to lie state '
mttsburg, Miss. "Lydia E. Pink- - thig exercises of the Xew Mexico
for ninety years.
Arn
Hocks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
Vegetable Compound has proved tary Institute. There were three grad-ver- penitentiary
Hack
ReLines.
beneficial tome, for now I am well nates from Santa Ke this year, who old pieaneu guilty to uie charge of
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
second
murder
several weeks
degree
and have a sweet, healthy baby, and were noticed sometime
Rigs you
ago, and were: ago, waiving indictment, by the grand
our home is happy
Thomas r. Closson, Antonio Jose
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
jury.
PROMPT SERVICE.
was
an
I
invalid
from
nervous pros- Lnna .M) r,,ma
104 DON (JASPER ST.
Uergere.
Telephone 9 W
Phone 1S9. 310 San Francisco St.
tration, indigestion and female troubles.
Rlr)lard T. Tobin, a graduate of tolgate Cniversity, and friend and schooi
mate of E. II. Oakley, of this citv.
has come to Sa nta Ke to reside. He; y.'?rv
h?fu''
'i'.'," """ff'-- '
has been spe nding the past, six
w irtaihcV
.vs
THE AMERICAN
months at the Valley Ranch tor his t")
health and the sunshine and ozone of
e3c"'k1'
t, Aiwa vi lie! .'..!
V
ew .Mexico nave made iiim a new
sei5RVflir.filSTS EVFjmvHt36
man. Mr. Tobin is an expert chemist.
.and has done important work for the arm ruxruuTj-uumTuinruTJTjinnj-Lsteel trust and a western railroad.
We Can
You Money.
Si
Mrs. John Zoolt,
Ernest Tasehek 5
Ev
214
"I think I sufTered every pain a wo- - d K. Whitman have finished and
man could before I began taking Lydia Presented to the civic department ot
We
Sell
P .PIntr,.
i nuni !n,n
r
i..t. home
WATER MARK
0
A
w.
iur.iiuiu s ir u ...l.i.. tuni)ijunii,
vumii a uuu
very clever
1 think it saved this baby's life, as I
QUALITX
bwat the Fly" posters, which will b
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
NOW OPEN
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
lost my first one.
in
used
the club's campaign against
I I
New
a
t'nder
has
health
been very good ever the hated insect, and will be seen disManagement.
"My
TRADE MARKWVrER. MARK
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
REGISTCWCD
since, and I praise your medicine to all played in several windows of the
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
Mrs. Verna Wilkes, stores of Santa Fe.
my friends."
IIIIIIMMMItlltlll
are
They
original
K. F. D. No. 1, Phttsburg, Miss.
in design nnd wording and will call
Clean and
Everything
The darkest days of husband and wife tlie attention of our
MAY
Well Cooked.
CO.
people to the nec- are when they come to look forward to!PKalf
.'w
f
.
PRICES
ARE
RIGHT.
a childless and lonely old age.
,
M. O'CONNELL,
the nap m R
- - 1 16
the 0jd c jtal
Come and See.
,,
Many a wife has found herself inca- ..c p
t u
business-buildinfirst-class
g
pable of motherhood owing to some Hle Santtt Pe
only realized the
power of
MRS. EDYTII WILLIAMS,
p,lbli, sc.Uools llas re.
derangement of the feminine system,, cpive(, word fmm ,
,
c
would
choose
and often curable by the proper remedies.
stationery, you
p
your own Bond
llia Ji(Mf, Knn RnIv u..
u
In many home, once childless there Nvh Mrs, Wagnrr and the other
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
children a few days ago, had fallen ai in
that Lydia E Pinkham's ;r
uuuunnnjririjuTJnjuuiru ruxj.
Vegetable
of ft muIben.v
wUile Ka(her.
make your business stationery
And,
you
ing the fruit and broke his right arm
If yon want special advice write to between the shoulder and elbow. Mr.
100
efficient, you would specify
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Lydia E. Plnkbnm Medicine Co.
Wagner says the boy is getting along
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a nicely, but recalls the fact that the
woman and held In strict confidence. folks seem to have some kind of ill
IN BOTTLES
luck every time they go to Las'Cru-ces- .
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Last year they were quarantined there on account of a scarlet
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
fever epidemic.
TELEPHONE
35 J
H.
KAUNE
Santa Fe. New Mex.
CO. Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Dorsey and famfllOO
ily, consisting of Miss Gail Dorsey and
Water-Marko
Lf" brothers Earl and Carl, arrived
)
Where Quality Governs
the Price last night by automobile from los
"
'
The De Luxe Business Paper
Angeles, having made the run in less
and Price the Quality
than two weeks, leaving Los Angeles
B.
May
They are on their way to
because by comparison you would find
COUPON ;
New York City' and are fully equipped
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
lor the trip, carrying with them a
Its not a new idea, but one!
tent, cots and cooking utensils. They
well worth considering when
all
makes
Is now furnishing us
have slept every night in the open and
impressiveness,
you buy your Groceries. Thel
litiinea 10 a oeauiuui Drown, iook-inpie
her fresh HOME
and
with
wholesomenest
o'j
purity
really productive.
well and happy. Mrs. Dorsey says
all foods sold In our store
MADE
BREAD and
that they never hail better health in
Is your best kind of Healtr
specify
ROLLS. PIES, COF-FE- E
today. And see the
their lives and are enoying the trip
Insurance for you. Inferior I
immensely.
They stopped at the
CAKES, LAYER
difference. Let us show you samples.
goods are not sold by vs. We!
Grand. Canyon for a couple of days and
leave that to thos who wlsl-- 1
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
CAKES,
Etc., every
have not been delayed by any breakto take chances.
HIGH I
N. M- Santa
in
hour
the
day. If
downs, being able to blow along at the
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
rate of 30 miles or better, much of
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
you have tried them
Denver,
$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
.
the time.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
WILL PERMIT I the basis
ft. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
They reported three
we need say no more,
Locomobiles
a
at
and
we
which
FlagCadillac,
want our
lie names the following wltLesses
upon
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
but if you have not,
Pueblo,
.
staff, Arizona, and that some of the"
P'eastl
Small Holding Claim No. 5838 017877. to prove his actual continuous adverse
reputation to rest.
get busy, you don't
party had to stop there on account
remember this.
51.85 St. Louis
47.35
Department of the Interior, United possession of said tract for twenty
Chicago, .
cf accident.
The other automobiles
know what you have
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., years next preceding the survey of
men
contain
who
are
also
newspaper
the township, viz:
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
been missing.
St. Paul, .
April 9, 1913.
going to make the trip. Some of the
J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, N. M.; Hilarlo
Notice is hereby given that the fol
RECEIVED
others
will stop in Albuquerque. The
New York,
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice Iucero, of Cuba, N. M.; Onofre uarcia,
expect to follow the old Santa
load of Dorseys
of his intention to make final proof la of LaJara, N. M.; Diego Morales, of
Fresh
i'e trail to Kansas City and will go
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
Vegetables Daily
Boss
support of his claim under Sections 16 LaJara, N. M.
to St. Louis, and thence to Indianapo
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
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Prosperity Sale Now On!
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is the basis
which this strong bank invites your business. Sound management and progressive methodsstrict
adherence to customers' needs and an
appreciation of all confidence placed in
the institution, make this conservative
bank a safe place to put your money.

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, bunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come' to Valley lianch. Two and tnree rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?

AS

of Today's News Today"

THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT

bo widely read in the ;ast.
and it seems to be left to us of the
west to tell our own story.

INTERESTING BITS
OF DEMING NEWS

AMONG THE EDITORS.

Deming, N. M., May 20. The Dem-InSteam Laundry, owned by John
Steinemnn caught Are as the result
of an explosion of gasoline Tuesday
afternoon at I!: 30 and burned to the
ground. The building and machinery
was worth about $10,000. Stelneman
h;id but $2500 insurance. When the
gasoline exploded, Nestor Chaves was
seriously burned about the face and
shoulders. The whole building was
gutted within 20 minutes after the
( re started.
Miss Gertrude Ilaues, who has been
teaching the past year in the Deming
high school, left Tuesday for Zanes-v:lle- ,
Ohio, her home. Miss Freda
Soott, another of the Deming teachers, will leave Sunday for Logansport,
Ird., where she will spend the summer. Miss Julia Iverson has given up
her work in the Deming schools, and
has accepted a position In ' Salem,
Ore. Miss Martha Kde is taking the
summer course at the Silver City
Normal, as is' also Pansy Young and
Margaret Goebel. Miss Stahlman, tin;
domestic science teacher, is spending
the summer In Hutchison, Kan. Julia
Porter leaves Sunday for her home in
Virginia, where she will spend the
summer.
Lillian Larson leaves in a
few dayg for California to spend her

RESPONSIBILITY

Capital, Surplus anil Profits, $245,000

How It Feels.
"How does it feel to draw $1000,"
Why So Tired.
atked Brian Boru Dunne, ill a wiBtful
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New
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Standard.
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.Mexican, yesterday.
Cet Acquainted.
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Also, tie may cnange.ms opinion
thing
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goon,
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Senator Cummius and his friends propose. The smoke of the last defeat has re ady to believe her. To many a man of you. Maxwell Mail.
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Looks Bright.
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in the party are rapidly improving without any convention.
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Doc Cook Again.
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public
right
corrupt polities and the
Hoc Cook's discovery that lie has
new hats for the missus, and per-OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
to control its own government that they were when they wrecked the Repub- rf
l aps one of these new style skirts.
been abused by the National Geo- lican party in those exciting and tempestuous days a year ago in June.
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i e editor of the Enterprise had a 1 CO acres of land from the Alfalfa Regular Means, 25 cents.
And yet, life has its compensations,
the
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company, and will move here
can standpatters and their expressions of bitterness are not disturbing the Bull too,
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eight sons in the near future.
Moosers In any manner at all.
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They Don't Know.
amount of eighty acres. Henry D.
A friend from tho east, speaking
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A PECULIAR CASE.
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results.
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stand. They think it is all an exagger- As well may a farmer plant a bushel
It makes one wonder if there, is a way to improve our administrition of ation."
Myers, also of Ogle county. Grant
of corn to the acre and expect a pumpof Pontiac, 111., who accompenal laws and if justice is always meted out. Two men were arrested, charged
As sh spoke, my friend was looking er crop. Farmers reap in proportion Armstrong,
with assault. After evidence was presented, the attorney tor the defense
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over
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expanse stretching tr. what they sow and so it is with
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guilty and declared that his pal had no hand in the assault. A second ac- mountains, in varied they
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Going To Stop It.
Ellis, and forty acres for his brother
quittal followed on this evidence. Both men left the court room free.
as forms assumed shade, look- The people of Das Cruces are be A. W. Armstrong, both of Uvfneston
colors,
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gressing very rapidly.
EUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,
Much discussion has been held as to the system of regulating court pro- sandstone, washed by the storms of
city fight. The old board has been
cedure, but no one has yet offered anything better, or suggested any way centuries, and my friend said: "I trying to resign for a long time, but
Former Master Mechanic
In which such peculiar results as came to light in the New York court could must have a
City Property, Farms
Sacramento Shaft, Biabee. Arizona,
picture of those. If I each of the difficult factions wanted WOK I H
lie avoided.
tiled to describe them to the people to dictate their successors, so nothing
Ranches, Orchards
The courts may be given of the east, they would say I was was done. A compromise is underl
The jury system may have its weaknesses.
Land Orants,
too much discretion: and yet the rules as they are provided and the giving romancing," and she took the photo- v. ay now that will, we
hope, settle
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of power of decision, seem to have reached a point that is as near to the graphic evidence to mane her state- this question for all time to come.
Detroit, May, 29. Claiming to be
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those
can
be
by
worth $50,000 in New York real estate, Small holding claim No. 5277.
suggested,
administration of justice as any method that
ment stand against the shafts of the Das Cruces Democrat.
Deouard Conn, held in ward fi of the Serial No. 015207.
who have had the greatest experience in court matters and whose judgment eastern skeptic and critic.
Going To Be A Ruction.
should be the best.
It is true indeed. The east does
There are long chances that there county jail is scrubbing floors and do- Department of the Interior,
It is difficult sometimes to cope with the clever work of my-- whose life not understand. That is one reason will soon be a ruction over the matter ing porter work in the ward because United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 24. 1913.
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What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
It acts gently on the womanly organs,
vegetable ingredients.
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by fioing to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

TROL OF OUR BANKING AND CURRENCY

Tomorrow, Friday, May 30, observe; all over the nation as .Memorial
Fe. The local military and
lay, will be fittingly remembered inin Santa
the parade and In the exercises and
civic organizations will participate
ceremonies to be held at the National cemetery, where Captain Van
has kept that government reservation looking at its best, lie not
only has the lawn and the graveB in the finest condition and almost military in appearance, but the beautiful gates which were disltgurcd by not
being painted right, are now handsomely finished, the government coat of
arms being fittingly done in gold.

FRATERNAL SOCSETIES

2

HAS

OWEN

SENATOR

The ad

Card 0

ministration's plans for currency
are going forward. Senator
Special Invitation is Extended to all Patriotic Citizens to Attend the Memorial
Day Exercises.
Gwen has completed a bill which is
believed to contain the essentials of
President Wilson's wishes on this subject. The principal feature of the
Cwen bill is a provision which is intended to lodge the control of the
banking and currency system in the

Lodge
& A. M
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conveniences.
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E. R. PAUL, W. M.
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Santa Fe Chapter
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Apply
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house

nil
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or
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No
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A. M.
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second
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FOR SALE At a bargain. New
J. A. MASSIli,
.Vroom
brick. Modern. Close, in. AdH. P
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dress "F. .M." P. O. Hex 204.
1,

Woman'sTonic

1

A

MASC"IC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A F.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Conunandery

Mrs. Grace Fortner, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
This is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
Take Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist.

No. 1, K. T.

Piano for Sale In first class condition. Call between 2 and 4 p. in. 107
Washington avenue.
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day in each month at
FOR RENT 4 room house, LarRe
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library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson CorVenerable Master ner Grant and Johnson. Tel. 270J.
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government of the X.'nited States. This
is to be brought about by the appointment of a board of seven governors, at the head of which Is the
secretary of the treasury, and associated with him (he controller of the
currency. The rest of the board will
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F. ANDREWS
and Market.

ALL BOOST FOR
TWO MEN KILLED
SANTA FE TRAIL
UNDER AN AUTO

PANAMA HATS

AT A BIG DISCOUNT
Should Not All Be Treated Alike?
The following letter lias been
TAILORED
(From The Raton Range)
Meadvllle, Penn.. May 29 Caught owing to an overstock.
by the state corporation comrnis- Is about advertising, subscriptions or;
Land Commissioner Robert .P. Kr under their automobile
when the AND DRESS HATS greatly reduced in
;
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
job work, please call up "286." If 'fciou, and referred to the attorney gen-in und SU.-'ON
Kngineer James A. machine turned turtle, four miles price.
you wish to speak to the editor or give jjiial ror h ruling, the corporation
both members of the state from here, Thomas L. Riordan
and 10, 20 and 25 per cent discount. Don't
uassion having no jurisdiction In the
com mission, are visitors in Edwin Bender, both of this city., were forget to get prices before purchasing
any news, please phone "21."
Zook's Cold Cream is tin" for sun-- matter limn ruui ruling is maae:
burned to death.
Han'ii and vicinity this week and
elsewhere.
burn or wimlbiirn.
Take u jar with :. Albuquerque, N. M., May 2", 191
The couple, accompanied by Clyde
iitally taking cognizance of what
The
on
were
Stale Corporation Commission,
on their way to Seager-town- ,
l.a& been doing in the way
you
your vacation.
of road Kaler,
Another Carload of
when .Riordan, who was driving,
See the pictures at t he Kl!s tonight
Santa Ke, New .Mexico. improvement in the county since the
Oetitlfcineii :
first of the year. They express them- - lost control of the car. The brake
They're good.
"EMPRESS FLOUR.
Vc are writing you in regard to the
SOUTHEASTCORNER
PLAZA.
Cattle Recovered .Mounted Police
F(ves lls higtoly pleased with the refused to work and the machine
Ous Hunter lias locatet and recovered pi ivllegts that some hotels in this city jvvorIi of .the .'county conimiBBioners dashed into a ditch and upset. Kaler,
'run have in soliciting business on tito ,Rnli ti,e C0Unty read commissioners riding in the rear seat, was thrown
the cattle that were missing
far from the wreck and escaped with That view prompted consideration of
a IVav davs iit all
1'if.hon's rniu-.Ke railroad station platform, wno have been working harmonious-whicbruises.
The others a plan to have the resolution referred
thts owner can have them by calling
Is denied other hotels. Tv'e be- - jy during the past several months in a few slight
to the finance committee.
on him.
Ueve that this is restraining trade and tjtir well placed efforts to make Col were caught beneath the machine.
his" efforts to raise the car
Later, however, Democratic leaders
Finding
t
in
law."
violation
of the "Sherman
fax county roads a pattern for otb
Delivery
Motorcycle
resolution should
determined
the
ran
to
Kaler
nearest
the
insufficient,
Pash Bros, Motorcyclery.
Service.
The proposition boiled down is
er counties of the state to follow.
and summoned
help. pass, inasmuch as its introduction was
1127 San Francisco St.
Phcne 96J.
this: If one. or more hotels are al- The state officers are now working farm house
Postoffice Closed Tomorrow The lowed to solicit business on the Santa on a plan to secure a good delegation While the men were using the lan- prompted by utterances of President
but agreed on changing the
Ipostoffice officials and clerks will Fe railroad station platform, should lof Santa Fe Trail enthusiasts to path-no- t terns to aid in the work of rescue, Wilson,
and modifying some of the
was
smashed
language
the
from
tank
gasoline
same
make tomorrow, Memorial Day, a holiall the hotels have the
privi- jtr at Raton from the several lare
men
were
provisions
and
the
requiring the president to
helpless
ignited
the
of
U ge? If so, what action can be taken cities of the state a bunch of
0 or
day in the true sense. None
furnish the investigators with the
,'iO
windows will be open at any time i f to adjust conditions?
automobiles with which to meet literally burned to a crisp.
The machine was the property of names of the lobbyists to whom he rethe day but there will be one distriThanking you for any action you the 10 Indianapolis cars at the KanDoth men were barely 23 ferred in his recent and public statebution of niailund one eollection 'uui may take in regard to the above mat- sas state line that will start July 1 Riordan.
of age and were well known ment, "and other information about
years
to
most
out
the
feasible route
the letter boxes.
pick
ter, we are.
them and their efforts to bring about
here.
west to Los Angeles.
ADOLF SELIGM AN DRY GOODo
Sincerely.
in legislation now before the
changes
It Is highly important to the Old
CO. JUNE 2 WILL BE THE LAST
THE CROSBY HOTEL,
senate.
a
DAY OF OUR SPRING PROSPERITY
Tiails
interest
at
that
least
porAND
BABES
TOM
DKAN, Mir.
By
12
THE CLARBNDON GARDEN.
tion of the big touring party be inSALE. UNTIL THEN EVERY ARU
Notaries Puoiic.
FUZZY DOGS BRYAN
OUR
IS
IN
IMMENSELY
STORE
CLE
The following persons hav? beei. duced to inspect the Santa Fe Trails
IN
FACT commissioned as notaries nublic: Wil.' route and it shall be the purpose of
REDUCED IN PRICE;
A BIG
SOME OF THEM ARE SOLD FOR h. Lambert, Cimarron; Steven Gil- - ithe New Mexico delegation, augment- Washington, May 2!. "It is high
time American women who affect that
LESS THAN COST.
Junior Auxiliary The members of C. M. Compton, Porta.! 3s; James C. 'secure at least a fair shake with the sort of thing were changing their lao
Washington, D. C May 29. The
the Junior Auxiliary of the Church Anderson, Hanley, Quay county; John exponents
of the Midland
route dogs for babies, and veaiing the mater- "movies" have broken ,nto diplomatic
,
o! the Holy Faith will hold
their H. Moore, Albuquerque;
something
George H. through Denver, which, it is said, tVe nal instinct, which prr mpt them to circles in Washinrt.-ncaress a fuzzy dog, on the object that which many a social cumber has been
ular monthly meeting Saturday at Smith, Santa Rosa; Wesley .McCallis Indianapolis tour seems to favor,
,'iO
With the-biunable to do. They did it through
p. in., at the residence of Miss ter, Lovington; Eddy county; Adolph
company of automo-!-- , nature intended them to."
.cu Reine Hunter.
Several matters
This was Dr. Harvey W. Wiley's William J. Bryan, secretary of state,
Hill, Santa Fe; Ma:ifor
Pomero, bilists will be representatives from
I
all the large automobile manut'actur- - crisp and somewhat 'ndignant com- who feels quite elateci over their inof interest will be discussed and a Socorro county.
ifts whose duty it shall be to det.T- - ment on the "lap-dohabit' in an in- troduction into the n'.ysteries of the
large attendance Is desired.
famous diplomatic roi.ni in the state
LOST A watch, on the school
jmine the most feasible transconti.u- terview here today.
iental highway.
"There are thousands of homeless department.
giounds or near the east side of the MR. LABADEE DIES
Upon their report will depend the babies today, and thousands of baby- plaza, Wednesday during the fete exerThursday is what in known as dipSANTA ROSA route
is the best that can
selected upon which the amount less wives, each needing the other," lomatic day at. the department. It is
cises. Watch is gold, with L. F. D. on
be produced. It Is
of one per cent of the
back. Finder return to New Mexican
net annual he said, "I feel sorry lor the misguid-- , the regular day on v "lich the secre- made by the Boston
memHon. TranquIIIno
Labadle,
of the automobile manufac- ed women who elect to iote a dog with itary of state receives ho members of
office and receive substantial reward.
earnings
Woven Hose & RubWoman's Guild Next Week A no- ber of the constitutional convention turers will, be spent for improvement a pink nose and silky Uair instead oi itne diplomatic corps. Frequently dip
ber Co., the largest
an infant. Where a i.iotber carries a lomatic business, is discussed by intice published in these columns yester- and member of the first state house und maintenance.
4 o'clock
in the w orld. NON-KIN- K
.In view of the fact that this lap dog I certainly h'Ol sorry for dividual ambassadors or ministers,
Guild of representatives, died at
day state that the Woman's
was
is a superior
but. as often their call is purely one
Some ol the
to something .li Ice the children.
would meet with Mrs. F. W. Parker, this morning at Santa Rosa. He
pledge amounts
59 years old.
immoulded pure
children I have known have been adop-io- f
the momentous
?K1,0(W,000,
respects.
of Manhattan avenue, on Friday ol
Mr. Labadie was a native of Santa
The custom has been for the secre- tin's week; this was an error as the
portance of securing the endorsement. ted children, and there are many
Para Rubber.
Fe and was the son of Lorenzo and of the southern
route from the nianu- - thousands of excellent genealogy who itary of state to reeei.e them singly.
copy should have read Friday, June
He was educated
Rayitos Labadie.
concerns is not to be over- - v.ould fill a woman's lap and heart But it has just leaked on: that on a
Ctn.
at St. Michael's college and after .facturing
Bllad0NVU(1 even by the equally
im much better than a dog uo matter jt'i cent diplomatic day the representa- Case In the supreme court this week
Red Color
leaving this city he went to Las Ve- - portant problem before the Old Trails what his
for- to
a
involves
laiids
worth
title
pedigree cr accomplish- tives ot emperors and .iings were
.
.
.1,.
,.C
Tin
and a Pop ular
in one large group in the dipsec
of
M80Btal,on
ments."
ths
official
An
tune.
us
would
from
abstract
MtVs"
:uercotuv
3 1
and
Seller with
room in on; brilliant aslomatic
t
from
aside
of
Dr.
endorsement
the
declared
national
.1
I
that,
have
shown
defective
Wiley
governthe
title.
up
. 1 M
the first citv clerk of Las Vegas.
F4
us for 5 years.
t
To give the Old Trails routi? the 'sentimental point of view which, semblage.
Santa Fo Title Abstract Co., R. B. I.
.
.. .1 intent.
.1
..1
l.A
Al..'..f
!P
-5
'
,
t
Fully Guar- They didn't understand what is all
Lee. Secy. U. S. Bank & Trust Co.
,
, lBOlltn from La Jlll'a a fair chance to ho said, represented a serious ques
,,
V o
anteed and
with the Midland route wiil tion there was grave danger from signified, although thej heard a mysicompele
Bldg.
of Las I"- 'he effort, made
county. He was postmaster
an Extra Good
I
Heroes, One and All a great two
by the proposed rabies when a woma i carries a dog. terious click in the commodious room,
Vegas from 188o to 1890.
frnm
until Secretary Bryan explained In
,iiora)i
reel
Elks'
at
the
tonight.
subject
Quality.
The deceased was a regent of the and New Mexico
the same happy manuer that he anwho shall insist
Bank Holiday The banks of d.uita
PANKHURST
nounced his grape juice dinners to the
'that as large a part of the Indianapo ii;
f'e will be closed all day tomorr av, 11104 he
located in Santa Rosa and
diplomatic corps, that tha "movies"
bunch as possible detour at La Junta
Memorial Day, as it is a bank holiday. came
HUNGER
STRIKE
ON
deputy probate clerk of Guada and complete the proposed tour to
were taking pictures of t.'ie reception.
The First National bank so informed
lupe county; deputy assessor from Los Angeles via. New
Diplomats were astonished, but conits patrons today by placing the anand was elected to the trails.
London, May 29. Mrs. Emmeline cealed their amazement until
they got
nouncement on the bank's new "bulle- first state house of
the militant suffraget.e back to their residences, and then
representatives
The
of every local en- Pankhurst,
they
tin board' which Cashier Read has in- from the 28th district.
no
has
food
she
taken
since
began to talk about it It is
thusiast is asked for in assisting (! leader,
stalled for the posting of weather reThe funeral will take place tomor- make
was
and taken to Holloway them that this latest fracture through
of
the
prens
welcoming delegation
ports and other important informa- row morning at Santa Rosa.
jail
cedent has become public.
large as possible.
tion.
Mr. Baca's Tribute.
She is said to be in a very weak
Whether you need a large or a
In speaking of Mr. Labadie today
state owing to reduced vitality conseSIGNED FOR MATCH.
small hot water bottle, you will find Speaker Roman L. Baca of the house McCARTY LEFT ESTATE
on
her previous "hunger
quent,
Ithe size yon want at Zook's.
VALED AT $20,000. strikes" which lessened her powers of
"He was
of representatives, said:
Los Angeles, Cal., Jlay 29. Leach
A Trumpet Call
Far away in Sail one of the best 'known Spanish Amerrfsistance. According to suffragette Cross of New York, and Bud Ander-Juan county sat Mr. Digueo, cornetist, icans in the state and was unswerv
29.
Calgary, Alberta, May
Trials of leaders her release may be expected on, the northwestern
lightweight,
and business man. He received a tele- ing in hiB loyalty to his friends. He Tommy Rurns and Arthur Pelkey, both at
were matched today 'or a
any time.
on charged with manslaughter in congram to hurry back to Santa Fe as his was chairman of the committee
fight here July 4, according to anpresence was earnestly desired by fel- railroads at the. last Bession and show- nection with the death of Luther Mc THEY ARE DETERMINED TO
nouncement by a local club. Cross
who will discourse ed much energy. He was thoroughly carty in the prize ring, here last Sat
low musicians
PASS THE LOBBY BILL. is expected here earl next month to
music at the Woman's Board of Trade honest and reliable in all his
in day, will not be held for some time,
begin training.
dance. And so Mr. Digneo is now on
according to Superintendent Dean, of
D. C, May 29. SenaThe club expects to match the win
Washington,
the Royal northwest mounted police, tor Cummins was
Q. SARGENT,
his way here, traveling as fast as he
to call up in ner against the winner of the Ritchie-River- s
ready
in a statement today.
can, to be on time to play, the cornel
the senate late today his resolution
fight in San Francisco on the
One June 16, Superintendent Dean for an
notes to stir the dancers at Library FLOODS HOLD THREE
W. H. 1YIENDENHALL,
inuiry into the tariff lobby in same date.
IN THEIR
hall tonight.
said, the court will hear arguments as Washington, which President Wilson
t.i a further postponement. If no spe- has
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES:
26 OVERCOME BY HEAT.
That
designated as "insiduous."
REEDS' LADIES' OXFORDS, REGU
29. The St cial session is ordered the cases will U would be passed after some modiLewiston,
Idab.,
May
and
in
the
will
Da
bi remlelled
Spanish style
The
not be heard until the October term. fication was the
Vargas
LAR PRICE $3.50, $4.00 and $4.50, AT
Des Moines, la.;: Mm 29. Twenty- opinion expressed by
Joseph river, the highest navigable
OX
The estate of McCarty, according to Democratic leaders.
52.63.
CROSSETTS'
MEN'S
six children were overcome wlh the
river in the United States, is aoova
newly furnishsd throughout; also freshly painted and
$4.00, the flood
FORDS, REGULAR PRICE
While not opposed to the spirit of heat today at the Folk games festival.
stage and houses at St, friends here, amounts to $20,000. Of
papered. Many private baths and all the com$4.50 and $5.00, AT $2.97.
floated from their foun- this $10,000 is in a bank at San Fran the resolution, leaders
were
feared such given at the Drake ctadium, by the
Marys
RATINE, WHITE AND dations today. Boats are .landing pas cisco, $5000 in Los Angeles real es- ail action might divert attention from pupils of the Des Moines grade
hotel.
forts of a first-claCOLORS, REGULAR PRICE $1.00, AT sengers at the railroad station. Thf tate and $5000 in personal property.
tie tariff bill and delay its passage. schools.
72 CTS. SILK POPLINS,
ALL COL- water level in the Snake river a
ORS, REGULAR PRICE 75 CT3., FOR Lewiston rose 2 feet to 20.5 feet above
49 CTS. MEN'S SUIT. HAND TAIL- the low water
level in the last 24
SUZANNE,
HEROINE. TO WED.
ORED, NEW STYLE, VALUES UP TO hours, but no great damage has been
$16.50, SPECIAL $11.75. MEN'S SUITS, done.
FINEST QUALITIES CF MATERIAL
Heavy rains and snow melting in
REGULAR PRICE $20.00, SPECIAL the mountains caused the floods.
$15.65.
Danger in Montana.
Bring Lots of Flowers Captain
Mont., May 29. Cooler
Missoula,
Van Nyvenheim,
superintendent of weather and light rain in the last 24
the National cemetery, says that he hours have
greatly lessened the flood
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
would like to have all those desiring
danger in western Montana.
so to bring all the flowers
they
The Missoula river is three inches
'
4L FaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages choose to put on the graves of friends
ALL WORK GUARANTEED,
higher today but the St. Regis river
soldiers
tomorin
and
the cemetery,
Unless a warm
is falling rapidly.
row. Heretofore, for some
Fe
reason, wave sets in and rains melt the snows
house in
The only exclusive
AND SANTA FE
ALBUQUERQUE
people have been requested not to in the mountains no further damage
(Montezuma Hotel)
put flowers on the graves. The cap Is expected.
tain thinks that the custom of plac
Also In Wisconsin.
Phone Black ing flowers on the graves of the de
Mhone Black
Superior, Wis., May 29. Damages
is
only carrying out the real which may reach $200,000 was done in
parted,
spirit of the day and will be glad to Superior today by a torrential rain- have it done. He also wishes to say fall which caused streams to over-that there are not as many flags as flow and
destroy property.
there should be for the occasion. A
IS- The Soo Line freight yards and
requisition was made some time ago terminal
suffered
$100,000
buildings
for flags, but it has not been filled by
tracks were carried
the department, and he will be glad damage. Eight cars overturned,
the
away,
freight
if those desiring will bring flags for round
house and machine shops
the occasion.
flooded and the entire
covered
Serious Sickness calls for a consul- with water for an area yards
of nearly, a
Rim-cuttiOld- - ,
of
23
tation with your doctor at once. The square mile. Traffic was stopped.
next important step is to take his preThe state normal school dormitory,
scription straight to Zook's whero it occupied by 75 young women, was
will be filled right.
cut off by water and its occupants
To save you further,
Mr. John Bunny Kisses the Blarney
were marooned until rafts were built.
Add skfrtpy: flrfis
stone. Some comedy at the Elks' to
we offer real tire
night.
NEW YORKERS TAKE
barely rated size.cost
A Great Dance Tonight
service.
Beginning
PRECAUTIONS AGAINST
users even more.
with a dreamy waltz entitled "The
THAT TURTLE SERUM.
We pide men in
Daughters of Heaven," the Elks ort
No
tires
chestra will play a series of stirring Dr. Friedmann's Alleged Cure Will
We
tire
dance selections at the Woman's
Not Be Administered
And
Except Uncan't rim-cusupply them means
Board of Trade dance in Library hall.
der a Special Permit of the Health
The orchestra will strike up at 9
they are 10 per cent,
f oquickrepairs.
No-RiBoard.
Cut
o'clock so that the dancing pumps
New York, May 29. The board of
oversize. Today they
A good many men
may begin to glide over the glassy health adopted today a resolution
far outsell all others
l.ine. Among the new selections to forbidding the use of living bacterial
us credit for
give
WITH OR WITHOUT
tickle the ears of the dancers tonight organisms in the Inoculation of hu
JUST THINK WHAT
because of these big
saving much of their
TREADS.
jjll be "The Bud Rag" and "The Gar- man beings for the treatment of disan abundance of pleasure you could
land of Roses." There are others, too, ease unless permission Is first obtain
savings.
tire expense.
have with a Kodak not only now,
"We received a bundle of other ed from the board.
for practically the rest of your
but
was
Dr.
not
Frledmann
said
Although
Orchestra
Leader
pieces,"
life.
today, "but we have found mentioned in the resolution, the efbut a few catchy pieces that we think fect of the measure, it was anThe Camera will never get to be
would be liked. We shall do the Best nounced will be to prohibit the fura thing of the past.
we can to present an attractive pro ther administration of this treatment
WOOD-DAVI- S
gram, just the same." Everyone will for tuberculosis except under special
permit from the board.
"
l.e at the dance tonight.
'
-PHARMACY
MISS SUZANNE CARROLL.
;!
Offices Closed All county offices
Work for the New Mexican. It is
thtanouncement
made
is
of
The
of
Miss Suzanne Cap
coming
carriage
MEXICO.
SANTA
will be closed all day tomorrow
oa working for you for'anta Fe and i oil, a Baltimore belle, and a Robert W. Chambers heroine,, o Major John
SANTA FE, N. M,
account of Memorial Day.
thtk new fitnto
H2J- -Philip . Hill, United States district attorney for Maryland.
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